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INTRODUCTION
Srxcr the war tlere has been a great increase in tle area of land laid
down to srass, The reasons are io be found in the rising cost of arable
farmins ;rd the fall in prices of the final products: cosrs of production
und p."ices are not relaied under British ionditions of farming, where
our own agriculrurists are forbidden by law to pay less than the statu-
torv wagesi but orerseas agriculturists, who pay less than our wages, can
sell'theii products in our -marlets without llt'or hindrance. Anythlg
that can be sent from overseas, therefore, can without dificulty drile
the home-grown article ofi the market, and by no meatts yet discolcrcd
can this be orevented.
We are, therefore, consuming less and less fresh fcod and rtlying
more and more on preserved impoited food. The resultsof rhe Ministry
of Aqriculture's recent inquiry I show tlat as compared with the years
befori the war we eat aboirt ihe satne amount of food, but less of our
meat is fresh and more is chilled or frozen, and may be months old before
we eat it; more of our eggs are " liquid " or i'dried," from thina
and the East; mor" oforr-ibutter " ii margrilre, and the real butter
is often manv wceks old. havinq been made thousands of miles away.
Even milk his not 
"ntir"iy esca[ed the change: 
the liquid milk is still
fresh, but we consume pei head less rhan half-a-pint per-day, no rnore
tlnn before the war, though there has been an lncr(as€d consufiPll(n
of dried milk and condensed milk.
We are not here concerned with the question wherher meat and
dairv produce are better fresh or old: we have to recognize and adjust
ouri"l'r.t to the fact that the overwhclming majority of British housc-
wives are profoundly indifierent, and choose the cheaFer. Only the
few insist uoon freshness.
Ar the Lresent time the most hopeful orltlook for Brirish farming
is the orodirction of milk, cheese, young meat,.poultry, certain fruits
and vegetables, and good-quality m'alting barley. 
-The market for all
is restricted. esoeciallv for the three last-named i it rematns, howeler,
still eood for 
-ilk -'d young -ot provided th€ cost be kept low. To
thesel therefore, the fairner-is look-ing, and he is keeping down costs
bv lavins awar as much land as possftle in grass, thereby dispensirg
Ji* i"Srt arid reducing expenditure. It is a process we all deplore,
but cannot prevent.
I Tt, lrl,i.ulr,ral Odl'"t aad ,r. no.,l gul?1tu d Gftat Bitaia' 
'929'
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The extent to which it has gone is shown by the following
figures:
Acr.tacg or Crops tr{ GRIAT Bnrr,rrx (Excrext, Scorrer.rn
exo War,rs) nr Mrr,r.roNs or Acr.m
'foral all Rotation P.rrian nt lrabh, ;nMingCrolt Cra!!e! Gras Rotation Gra*
t87t-r875
r 89r -r 895
r9t3
t92O
t92'
tg28
r929
3r'r3 +'3932'?o 4'6+3r'93 3'9731'25 3'8930'87 +'o330'17 3'9+3o'o9 3'87
rz'88 r8'2+t6'47 t6'zzt7'57 r+'3615'85 r5'4o
r5'9r t+'97t6'9j r3'2+,
r7'o3 r3'o5
Grass-growing presents little dilEculty in the norh and west, where
thc coolness and moistness favour a continuous growth of leaf rathcr
than production of seed. It is, howcver, much morc dificult in the
elstern parts of England, where, indeed, it has long been regarded as
impracticable for any but a one-year's clover or cJover and ryegrass
ley. Many experiments have been made in diff<rcnr parts of the aountry
with the purpose of effecting improvements in the management of the
grassland, and tlese, together with the accumulated ixperience of
farmers who have recently laid land down to srass. constitute a con-
siderable body of useful linowledge. The purp'ose of this Conference
was to obtain from a group of practical men, carefi.rlly chosen for rheir
success with grass in important agricultural regions 6f Britain, a clear
statement ofrvhat they did, what they observed, and what they learned
lor tutu re gurdance.
The regions represented were Aberdeenshire and Berwickshire in the
north, Norfolk and Essex in the east, Cambridge, Northamptonshire
and Bedfordshire in the centre.
The broad results that emerged are here summarized briefy.
Soil ard Climate.-In any fart of Britain it is poesible io obraingood grassland, even in the dry Eastem Counries. It is, however,
dificult and expensir-c wherc the water-supply is too low or the land
is too wet-
Nctcttity for goot Condition af Lad.-Where the general con-
ditions arc very favourable to the growth of grass, as in the north and
west, there is little dif6culty in establishing a sward. In t}e less farour-
able Eastern Counties it becomes important to help the young plant,
and this is done by ensuring tlat :(r) The land should be in good hcart;
(u) The land should be free from perennial weeds, such as twitch r:
annual weeds, however, are of less imporance, as they soon| ,1s.o?!-,,,?,o.
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die out; they may cven servc a usefirl purposc in affording
some shelter in the first winter;
shaken out from good natural meadow-hay. Ryegrass w-as the first
of thc qrasses to bi introduced into Britain (about r677), and it was at
lirst so"*n alone i then some of the more enterprising agriculturists
mixed it with seeds from meadow-hay in the Roman fashion. Gradu-
ally defrnite grasses were substituted ior this indefinite mixture, and by
th,i middle oF the nineteenth cenntry some very complex mixrures wer'e
inuse: in Mortor,'s Clclopedia (r855) the recipes contain some 6fteen
to eiqhteen difierent species. Tiris kind of mixture remained in use to
our iwn times, the justification being that the different sPecies would
sort themselves out and tinally give a good pasture.
The introduction of wild white-clover, however, revolutionized
ideas of oasture-makine. The larse number of varietieswas no longer
n.a"rr.ru r wild whitefover with"rvegrass and a little cocksfoot gave
perfectlv satisfactory results. In thi first year or two the bulk might
not be very qrear, but after a while a good pasture resulted.
It was, h'owever, shown that thiiquestion of the early years could
be solved by the iudicious introduction of a few other sPecies, such as
broad red jnd laie-fowering red clover, timothy and meadow-grass:
but these might cause troubliby injuring the wild white cloler.
The pres"ent practice is, tlierefore,"to keep to simple mixtur^es. in
the Eastein Counlies, where pasture-making is difficult, thus sacrificing
some Dresent min for the qriater certainty of a good pasture. Ilt tlle
north;nd wesithe risks are-less, and the grasses a;d clovers giving bulk
in the early years may be introduced without harm. It will improve
matters in the Eastein Counties when early bulk and later success
can be combined with greatcr certainty: peihap this can be done by
suitable grazing, as suggested by Mr Martin Jones (p. 58).
ModIrrl 
-i*trrcs ii" based' on wild whir-e cl," cr. With this rye-
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grass seems to be a natupl assrrciatc: percnnial is thc more gcnerally
useful, though Italian makes good grazing, and a little is introduced in
the more complex northern mixtures. Other plants, however, may
damage the wild white clover, and the risk is much greater in dry than
irt moist conditions. Hence much greater care is needed in intro-
ducing further species in the Eastern Counties than in the west and north.
Something must be added, because the ryegrass does not give much
carly keep and it does not at first completely cover the ground; on
the bare patches weeds may come in and do much harm. The safest
and mosr generally useful partner for the wild white clover and rye-
grass combination is cocksfoot, but it needs 
'ome restriction. 
'It
everywhere provides valuable early food for cattle; it stands drought,
and it is therefiore useful for dairy stock on light land in the Eastern
Counties. In the north it has the great advantage that its tussocks
hold up the snow and make little heaps, which the sheep have learned
to scratch aside to find the grass below. But it needs to be grazed
hard or in the late summer and autumn its strong growth becomes
sterrmy and distasteful to stock, and, further, it injures the wild white
clover. There are numerous strains of cocksfoot; some are leafy
anC some are stemmy, and part of the difierence of opinion as to its
value may arise from differences in the plants themselves. The wider
use of the leafy strains-the indisenous strains-is hishlv dcsirable.
But whcn all is iaid ir remains trueTo. the Easrern CouniieJ that cocks-
foot is, in Mr Mansfield's words, " a good servant but a bad master ":
indeed Mr McArthur of East Hertfordshire will have none of it. A
small amount of timothy is also added for this same purpose of giving
carly food in spring and filling up the bare spaces so as to keep out
weeds.
In the Eastern Counties nothing more is sown: the red clovers-
broad-red, late-flowering, Montgomery, and so on-are omitted, in
spite of the bulk they would give, because they may damage the wild
white clover. In the nonh and west, with the higher moisture con-
tent of the soil, they do less harm and are therefoie included, as also
is alsike clover. Other plants can also be added there, and Captain
McDougal's Berwickshire mixtures, with their thirteen componerrts,
bcgin to approach the complexities of eighty years ago, and stand in
marked contrast with the Norfolk mixtuies ol' five oi six species, or
Mr Gardner's Bedford mixture of four species.
The Management of the Grar.-All the farmers agreed that
manaS€ment was of the utmost importance: no matter how sound
the mixture or how good the " take " it could speedily be ruined by
mlsmanagement.
The central purpose, as always, is to protect the young wild white
clovcr. In dry conditions the roots must be well prised into the soil
so a5 to ensure an adequate moisturc-supply and a good spreading habit
of growth i this pressing is best donc by arrimals: grazing, thercfore,
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is the best treatment for the 6rst year or two in tle Eastern Counties,
and many other places. On heavier soils and in wetter conditions
(2.g. 
.Mr Cruickshank, p. zo, and Mr Elworthy, p. 6r ) the rain maydo all the necessary compacting, and indeed the treading of animais
might poach the land: here, therefore, the young crop is better hayed
than grazed at first. If grazing is more convenient, some red clover
can be added to the mixture to give a firmer tread and avoid poaching.
The grazing must be so done as to give rhe white clover every
chance of growth: the grass must be well eaten down till the clovcr is
established, but then the grazing should be less severe, At all cosrs
however, tie grass must be prevented from growing up and forming
stalks ; this lowers its nutritive value more than anything. If by Julyit is running up it should be cut with the mowing-machine.
The northern farmers insisted on the need for Ieaving scme of
the land rough during the winter in order, as already explained, ro hold
up snow and to provide some food for the sheep, but this should nor be
done too often, and at least one year in tr,{o the grass is eaten close
down. In the south the necessity for winter roughness does not arise.
Rather unexpecredly no onc was in favour of much winter culti-
vation. If the grassland be properly treated the animals do all that
is needed: only rough patches or matted pasturcs-sure signs of some-
thing wrong-need harrowing. Indeed, Mr Gardner went so far
as to claim that harrowing and rolling of grassland are signs of
mismanagemcnt I
Manurhg.-All the farmers agreed about the importance of
phosphare, especially ba"ic slag, given early, ei*,er bcfore sowing orjust after thc nurse crop is cut, at the rate of abour 8 cwt. per acre:
lome had obtaincd good results with mineral phosphate, rhough thc
experimental evidence is that high-soluble slag is quicker in action and
therefore better. Only few attached much importance to nitrogenous
manuring of the pastures, and these were from Norfolk and Bedford.
Major Keith (p. :+) 6"& that a February dressing of complete
artificial: so hastrns growth that the grass is ready for ewes and lamhs
by the beginning of April, when otherwise ir would not be ready till
much later; he had not, however, found much advantage frorn late
summer dressings, Mr Gardner also (p. 45) emphasized the advan-
tage of rritrogenous manuring. Kainit at the rate of 4 cwt. per acre
was commended for inducing the animals to finish up herbage they had
left to grow coarce. Famyard manure had the advantage of inducing
early growth.
There were some interesting experiences in regard to the treat-
ment of weeds in pastures. Thistles were dealt with by cutting: if
nccessary the land was hayed for two years. Buttercups, 't orkshirc
fog, and crested dog's-tail were kept down by hard early grazing; and
Agrostis, a sure sigl of wetness and sourness, by draining and thinning.
Where, howcver, the grass had got into too bad a state the best rcmedy
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was to plough it up, dress the land well with slag, and if necessary lime,
and then re-sow,
Marry of the points raised in the discussion are already the subject
of experiment at Rothamsted. It is hoped during the forthcoming
summer to arrange a day for grassland demonstrations.
Finally, those who iead this book, written by farmers in order to
set forth ;heir expcriences for the benefit of oth6rs, will surely recog-
nize that the ancient myth about their supposed backwardness and lack
of receptiveness has singularlv little foundation in fact.
E. J. RUSSELL.
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ROTHAMSTED CONFERENCE ON
GRASSLAND
Bv Tnr EARL DE LA WARR
P arlia rz c rl ary 8.c lo arr, o, lc M i rri t, 11 of I g rit t lnrc
I ervr slad to have this opportuniry of attending one of the series of
i-o.rr8.,t Conferences thai are now held, at intervals, each winter at
Rothamsted. I had alwavs looked upon Rothamsted as the head-
centre of fundamental research concerned with the discovery of bastc
facts and DrinciDles rather than with the attainment of any tan8lble
"au"nos.'in the 6rst 
instance. The eminent scientist Huxley oncc
said thaf t}e sreat end of life is not knowledge, but action, ant- I
am glad that it has been found possible at Rothamsted to combine
ir.a?-..iri research with work for more or less well-defined practical
obiects of immediate economic importance. For many years the work
at Rothamsted was applied to the increase of food production: tts
,ooiia",i"n i, no* to iosts of production; to increasing the ou9ut Per
,'nit of labour and of money put into the land, and to reductng wastes
and losses. An outlook of thii kind is an invaluable stimulus to imaglna-
tion and oboervation. Some of thc mrtst important Problems ln.agrl-
crltural oroduction, at present' are associated with grassland, and tt ts
t., 
"nnsid'e. 
such Droblcms that we are met here to-day'
My intercst in grassland qucstions is not derived 
-solely.trom my
activit'ies as a Sussel farmer farming a largc area ot grassland' nor
even from mv position as Parliamentary Secretary to the.Govemment
DeDartment iesponsible in this country for agriculture, tn whlch llve
stock and live-st'ock products play so predominant a Pan'. As a member
;f;"-i;;i; M;;[,,it e s*.d', *lii.h h" to suney (he agricultu.ral
"i"bl"ms if the British- Commonwealth of Nations, 
I rcaltze that
Ir*.'it',}r"' *t.",* oiin" f.pit.t crope' It is at the same time
ihc m,xt n"!lect"d, and it can be no exaggeratton 1? sa/ tlat,lne;;i;;' ;;r';il-;i it 
" 
E-pl'"" pastures iould. readilv 6e doutled
*;t( o."opei trdt-ent. Of the Empire's population ot 4-5o mrlllons'
the aio million farmers are practically all either owners ot' or drrectlv
inteiested in, domestic live stock.
" "'ii';;t"*t; 
,]te Empire one-third of the world's cattle and orr-
half of the world's sheep and goats'
"-'\i;'h";;;;e" 
" 
L.ginn'rg with a cooperative attack.on the
E-;i;';;;;rh;d p;"bl;tt' an"d the to'--ork between agricultural
"i"r[ii*,5* lr-i."iland, Australia, New Zealand,Kenya and Southern
iiffi.a';, ft;."il tod"'"r,;p of Dr Orr of the Rowett Research
i"tii,.,.] * ift" 
-irr.ol .o,,ti"t of natural Pastures is an outstanding
example of such cr.operative research'
r3
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.._-.It i:l:d 6r animal products. is bound to incrqase in tie future,not merety on acmunt of the increasing population, but also on accountor rne nsrng standard of living of that population. It is a sisnificant
L.::*, :lf ql-'tandard of ti"ving,*"ii;I;;;;,*;i ;;,il;t,Yo,or meat and other anirnal products.
We usually think of thl agriculture of this country as beins of small
account compared with that of the big Dominions, b'ut when "vou com.to compare the output of live stock"and Iiu._"o.L pioar.,r, 
"",in.athat rhe United Kingdom.is ;n tt i, ,.rf".t-riitt"i"i irl*?""f _rr?l.r
rne. L,omrutons. ln 
-t_n_gland and Wales about 7o per cent] of the
5::r,,,.rj", output rs ot live- stock.and live-stocii pioducts, totallingsome dl54 mrlltons worth, Norwithstanding this Iaige production wermporr aD,out 4 r 20 mrlliorrs worth of Iive sto& and miat, and a further
,LIoo-mllrrons worrh of other live_stock products. There is stilltherefore a-vast market awaiting captu." ly ,fL fr.-. prj;;. '" *'
""d'"1".ilJ::8:,:"HUJU,t?'*;,"x"*; lj,r,1r,,i?,i..1.1T;some rg,rcr,o3c acre; of grass in this country, which compares with
7.,+Lo,occ acres ot arable land other than timporary sr;s. Eve.,this is not a.complete picturq,i"". ,t.r" o,.r. Ju.l"ii {"i"J1"".L-'rr
:::t_g:..8-r?'ngs tn,t93o. Since the. war there has -bein'a verv largeru,rnover trom arable to grass, and this is no doubt due ,o 
"n 
eifo.t ioaoJusr costs ol production to Drices.In t}e depiession of the'eighties and nineties, Scottish farmers. aswe snalt no doubt hear presently, solved their economic ditrculties tconverting the normal four-course 
-r"ii"", *i f,'lir'i;;::;? :tcorn and. z5 per cent. of roots, into a sx_ or sevenrourse rotation with
f:-".j]^.:li::"j,of gl", y?ld g*..: ffi,t . 
'"i"ii"" i"";I;.grnree,years grass rt rs still possible to allot 43 per cent. of the land tocorn ano, at less.expense, to produce as much iorn as on the former5o per cenr. lndeed, as a result of,using Mr Findlal,s modern gtzLsvseed, mixtures, the dilfculty has been - to ,..rr. i ..op th"t- *iilstand up.
^^_.S" ,yi,,h 
roots,, reduced. from ]5 per cent. to lirde more than 14 per
111: ,, ,:.p*"Ut", by being able to concentrate on a smaller area. roProouce, rt not qurte as much in the aggregate as formerly, at ILstt^1T_.11",;,f the iight of modem tno*t.ff", ?"'r"t,:rry 
"ii"r.{,i;*",iTi,oI antmals tn wtnter-
Mr Cruiebhan{, from the heart of Aberdeenshire, has abolished
]:T!: flT, his strong land and ,'ow pir. hi, f"itii-i;;i#;.;ffi;Know, rr nas tor Iong b€en a rnaxim among cattle.feeders tha"t, for wiriter
:i,.,.lllrlF, roors are atmo6t, rt not quite, indispensable. We mav hearro-oay tnat the succulence so desirable in a fanining aiet can t" s,jitaUivsupplied 
.in the form of silage. This ir;;;;?.- i;;;;;"J;?byy.g il everybody ,rr,.,, io g* ,h; ;rk.; ;;fi;lr*f.J,
whrch rt is so desirable to extend and eyen_out over tt. v."., *ilf-iJ
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more tian ever liable to seasonal gluts and shortages; and thc same
will aoplv to the store market-autumn Sluts and sPring lllortages'
Tiri Lbiecti"n is often raised that it is only in a ccmparatively wet
rnd cool cfimate, such as prevails in many pans of Scotland,. thar cne
tan hope to est;blish satiifactory tempoiary leys While lhe eslab-
ti.ii-"ri 
"f n"od Dastures mav be'difficult in'the driest 
parts ofEngland
,+,"." ir 
"tria-a'.vidence 
tdshow that the practice is capable ofrruch
;I; ;J;r,i;; than is senerallv supposed.' We can :ee txarrples of
t\is on th'e Rothamsted farm- 'lt would appear that the main con-
siderations in establishing a good sward, anywhere, are soil tertlllly-
oarticularlv with reqard-to humus and phosphates-and the lncluslon
if *ild *i,it. clovei in a mixture of grxses suited to the particular
ci rcumstances,
- ''r,'i..*iilf" 
to control moisrure to a large extent by the dcvelop-
ment of i close sole of Arasses and white clover and by not grazing tco
closelv where Drotracteii spells of drought are common'
The arabl6 farmer, turned grazier, will find that succerstul. grass-
f"r i;; i;;;;h moie intri."G busincss than it seems' The limit of
;;;;ilril; h;; 
"ot becn 
reached with the application of basic slag
and dr'e inclusion of r,+ild uhite clover in the seed mixture' 'tor the
;'*bfi;;;;a 
" 
;uccessful sward a nitrogenous manure is' in certain
circumstances, indispensable. In Germany, where Srassland ls stnclly
limited. the fantresi stage in t-he productiveness ol Pastures has tccn
."".iri il, ir,*"ir" cJ-pl"t. minuring 
-6 t5611-period.rotationalgr"rinq. 'Ther. appear to be possibilities in the same dlrectron ln lhts
F.r.ir?, ui it.i."panicrlatly where, as in Germany, grar:land . is
iii.ii.i it-i, trlttl"', f"r.ing'ot, perhaps, in:rnall-holaings' .But tl:c
,r"* rur,a- has its lessons foiall grazicrs For one thing, lt.tndlcat(s
,i-l. pl*i-Uiiiii"f .*t.naing tt. gizing seascn-lengthe ning it ar torh
ends.""'i,t, Xr;rt tells us that store cattle wintered-out thrive better the
f"u;;in;;;;."t and are more profitable than similar cattle hou-'ed
;;;;;1i f"d';;;; ih" ,',in,"' li winter grazing is. to.be extcnded'
and it is important that it should in the interests ol antmal healtn ano 2
-"-ri' t*tfit".roof v of U..f and mutton, t}le n we must conside r ways;;;;;?;;ii'li.;"ing it" *pplv of winter grass' This is sorsible
bv imoroving our pastires so as to el)courage winter-grten gra::ts_
B'"ori. *. ia" cho"se the plant species, temporary Jels 'l: tt:Y l:-fi
are senerallv more responsive thal old pastures, whlch-so otten.aroul.
i,, ir.,ts t(at die down over rhe winrer' Our chiet competrtors In
i"ii, 
"."a'r." 
i"iv .hi"fly upon grass for cow-feeding' and'.with the
"*.Jo,ion 
perhaps of Neiv Zealand, no country,in lhe world ls Dettcr
adapied th).n ourt fo, gt"t" production And frcsh Sreen grass rs ai
io.'t nne c.'mmoditv wh-ich cannot bc imlortcd'
"'Th;;.: ;;;:";i'."r^", 
"u,i"" drawbacks to the exrcnsion 
.'f
*^;;; tlyi i,r,."y,,t'" ,oble districts of East Anglia' Widc open
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fields are the ideal- for corn ; small sheltered fields are best adapted fcr
gJa-.zrng: lt is difficllt to combine the two- There ar.. aiso. tl..dilficultie of.Gncing and water-supply and the f.* if,",-""* il,l.'.,
strong,land, do not carry horned stock well in winter, at least nLt fo.
severat years.. tsut water-supply is not so difficult where only shee:
:I:_c-o1._:r,l"o, andi rn" a.ny ,case, there is tie alternative of mowiryremporary teys and ot turther utilizing them for sheepgrazing fr
wlnter-
With the decline in arable sheep-folding, and rhe correspondirg
increase in grass.focks, the markets'in tut" irrr,-". 
"na'iriuii"i."a]: 
-?^.ql:,,.* 
rv,:|, lambs and fat ewes. By improving winter grazing
rr snoulo De posslble to spread production of mumori and lam6 more
eventy over,the ycar. Perhaps Mr McDougal will tell us how rcDecome less dep€ndent on the Scottish borders-for our grass ewes,
-^ ^ll:^^af"^,:,rl 
system,of combining grass and corn"in one rotation,
as opposed to Last Anglian grass and arable in water_tisht comoart_
ments, rs dollbttess sound for Sconish conditions, as, indeed-, ,t h"s ,trenproved sound in rrorthcm and western ergfr.a, ir, i'h;r" 
"i. dili_culties rn th5 w.ay 
^of its. complete ,d"p,i.;;' ,h;;railir".*.,ir'Lreastern. tngtand. S,ome have been indicatcd. Thcre are oth"ers. Orrthe liqhter, soils of the south, *;r"_*"r-,'fo|. ;hi.;';'i;;',#.
iply^ li tr no remedy, will frequendv_ ruin rhc corn crop foilowinggrass. 
. 
I he D nctple, however, of thc Scottish ,yst.. .rn be and iiocrng lncreastngly adoptc{--bv suhetinrtinq lucerrrc for temporarv levs.
r-ucerne rs a ptalr par excellence for the drier regions of the'soudi. hsa,sou-rmprover l. am doubtful whether it is sirrpassed even bv wildwrure ctover, and as hay its vimres are too well known t6 needelaboration-
, 
W: i. the south may not be ablc to compete with the north inruxunanr summer p2srures, but we have compensations in our longcrgroung sqrson and in our milder winter,.rrt it i, io, ,i i" a.i.i"pthese advantag.es to the full. We can do ;;;;;;,;;;;;. ;#;_rany on.establtshed pastures thar are not water_logged, 
"nd"rri mishtuc oevrsrlrg wavs and means of nr6yidlng mo.e *]it", shelter in 7h.6elds, cither in the form of hor eli or sheltEr_b"lr;. i-h"; ;;;;;'l;ilorward to corn-growing in Iarer field, 
"ua ",i _".h#r."alliJ" 
^-
fh the anavoidable ahcme of Earl De La ll/arr rhit ,arer uas tot
read at thc Conferente.)
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THE MAKING OF GRASSLAND
Bt J. CRUICKSHANK
Cradex Ba1
IN giving you my experiences of making grassland I am afraid I must
go beyond the past five years, as by r926 I had over two-thirds of my
land in what I considered good pasture. Since then my attention has
been devoted to maintaining and improving the value of these pastu res
by judicious manuring, grazing and treatment- The area is 65o acres,
situated in East Aberdeenshire, within two miles of the coast and about
roo feet above sea-level.
The soil is locally knou.n as clay. It is of glacial origin, the sub-
soil being reddish clay, in some parts eighty feet deep, and overlying
red granite.
There is a considerable area of tlis type of soil on the east coast
of Aberdeenshire, which has been described as " good for wheat and
beans. "
The area originally consisted of four small farms, and was acquired
on lease as the farms fell vacant (the first 4r5 acres between tgoz
and rgro and the last 235 acres in rgzr). The rents varied from 9s,
to r7s. per acre, the latter a post-war rent for the 235 acres. A large
'portion was pretty much waste, having been allowed to go down to
poor grass or weeds and rushes. I have since bought the land at an
average price of d8, 5s. per acre.
I have been familiar with this class of soil all my life, and havc seen
many farmers ruined financially through working ii in regular rotation,
particularly between t87z and tgoo.
I have alwal,s held rhe opinion that a rigid adherence to a regular
ro(ation on a clay farm is a mistake. The largest possible proportion
of such a farm should be in grass, and that as good grass as possible, and
when a really good ficld of pasture-grass is secured the farmer simpll
cannot afford ro plough it up again until it becomes one of the worst
pastures on the farm.
- I began to pur this idea into practice in rgto and have followed it
since, when breaking up any pasture always ploughing the worst fields,
irrespective of age.
The first really good field of pasture I got was in third-year's grass
in r gr 3. [t was sowr our in t 9t o after a poor crop of turnips in t 9o9.
Thenune crop was common bere, and the seeds sown per acre were:
r4 lb. Perennial
3 lb. Italian Ryegrass
r o lb. Ccksfoot
4 lb. Timothy
z lb. Broad Red
z lb. Cowgrass Red
r lb. Alsike
r lb. Wild White
r Ib. Rough-stalked Meadow-Grass
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Although the land was in poor condition only z cwt. per acre of
superphosphates were sown with the nurse crop.
A dressing of ro cwt. ofhigh-grade slag was applied after the nurse
crop was harvested. The field was cut for hay in rgrr and also in
I.9r2. Both. crops were good, and it was grazid for a few years and
then cut tor hay agan.
It was the result in this field that convinced me of the real value of
wild white clover in making a pasture.
I have practised the same tlpe of seeding and manuring with little
variation since, always applying i o cwt. slag"or 8 cwt. groind mineral
phosphates to the young seeds, but rarily applying nitrogeneous
[lanures to a nurse crop, and never without bad results, which were
generally apparent on the pasture for several years after, the adverse
effect being due to the increased Iuxuriance of the nurse crop.
Prior to r 9r o-with the help of M r W. M. Findlay, Aierdeen-I
had experimented with different varieties and quantiri;s of seeds, and
had found those already mentioned the only varieties of much value on
our soils, and the quaniities those most Iikeiy to qive rhe best re"ults.
Man-y of the fields I found so weedy and roigh rhar even aficr two
oat crop-generally 
-poor ones-rher6 was litt% chance of gettingthem clean except by bare-fallowing.
When this was done autumn what was sown, and sccds orr the wheat
in spring. Some of my best pastures are thosc sown out with wheat.
This is contrary to the experience ofmany, I know,
From r9r3 to 1923 over zoo acres'of the worst land was bare-
fallowed and practically the wholc of this area gor two rons carbonate
of lime per acre during the process of fallowing."
This had the effect of making the land iorc easily worked. and
made it drain distinctly better. -This was most marfted whcn the
limed fields came to be iloughed up a second time.I did not always get-a good take of seeds-much depended on the
season, whether wet or dry. Dry sersons were alwavs the best. For
example, I have not ploughed up a single acre of s'ced, sown out in
tgt+, tgtB or r92r, as these pastures became too sood to ploush up.
The seasons were fine dry ones of course. and adirrirablv 'suitEd f6r
gettrlg a gd take ofseedi on our hard clay.
- 
The seeds sown in_r9r6-a w"1 5s25sn:-\.,,grs all broken up again
after the 6rsr year, and most of rhose sown out in r q24 also haie b"een
ploughed up. The failures were entirely due to the adrerse effect of
weather.
I found the besr method of prcparirrg the soil for genirg a good
pasture was by uslng atr ordrnary swing plough when breaking up any
land, takrng one or two grarn crops, manuring these well with phos_
phates--gencrally superphosphate-and sulphire of ammonia when
necessary,- liming when I thought advisabli and time permitted- I
either took a cleaning crop, such as turnips or silage, or'made a bare-
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fallow, being always careful not to have the tilth too fine. If too 6ne
it is apt to run tofether after rain and form a hard crust, in which the
seeds do badly.
I generally roll with a heavy roller jusr before sowing the seeds,
harrow lighrly after sowing and roll again at once if thorough)y dry.
On several occasions during rhe past rwenly years I-have iried
taking two grain crops afrer pasiure 
"r,d sowing ie.'ds for a permanentpasture with the sccond grain crop. I have nevir found this ihe success
I would like.
- 
The pastures were generally fair for a yar or two, but not in my
opinion good enough to leavc permanently, arrd they have all been
ploughed up and seeded down again after a ileaning crop.
It is most important to work our heavy land when in dry condition,
and never work too much land at a time. There is one exieption, and
that is wheu making a bare-fallow, don't plough until late spring, and
plough as wet as you can get it. This turns up the soil in a fine solid
mass,which dries out readily in earlysummer, and ifyou keep ploughing
backwards and forwards th'e wceds'dry out nicclv uird th" iuinpr io-.
down readily with the August and September showers and make it
easy to prepare for drilling wheat.
I have varied the seeding very little since r9ro, always using about
the same mixrure as previously referred to, using English clovers,
Scotch perennial and timothy, French-Iralian and Kent Wild White
.o-"ti-.. Du"i.l uJ r"#i i-.. New Zealand Cocksfoot. Thii
latter I have found much the best for pasture, but rather expensive
when sowing ro lb. per acre. Last year I sowed a quantity of what
was called Evergrcen Perennial Ryegrass, collected from Kent pastures.
I am not yet in a position ro give rhe result of this.
The nurse crop is most important. Many fields of what might be
excellent pasture are completely spoiled by having too thick, too [eavy,
too leafy and too late-maturing a nurse crop. The best nurse crops I
know are barley and common bere; the latter especially so. It can
be seeded with z| bushels per acre, can be sown a fortnight later and
cut ten davs earlier than barlev-
There'is a very grear diffelence in the take of seeds sown with even
different varieties of oats. The past season I had 6ve dilferent varieties
of oats drilled in st ps across a cleaned-land field and there is a marked
dillerence in the take ofseeds.
Aftcr Marvellous is by far the best, and Glasniven Sonas theworst;
Potato R.3o, Sandy and Victory in berween.
The system of manuring has followed the lines of Cockle Park, and
has remained the same, varying only in the form inwhich the phosphates
have been applied.
In every case I have dressed the young seeds when the nurse crop
was cut with I o cwt. high-grade slag or 8 cwt. finely ground mineral
phosphatcs, no nitrogencous manure being applied, and I have cut hay
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crops of 65 to 75 c\^/t, per acre weighed out of the stack in November
to January after this treatment. I generally followed with 4 to 6 cwt.
phosphates every third yezr after.
' If inconyenient to ipply at the three-year period it is generally left
for five or six years, when 8 to r o cwt. are applied. I rarher like the
heavier dressing as the result is more apparent.
I used either basic slag or ground mineral phosphates according to
which I considered best value at the time- The latter was much the
bctter value for a few years after the war, when slag was both dear and
of low grade.
I have made a practice of missing a strip in every field when sowing
manures and have found this most useful and interesting.
Particularly has it shown the cumulative effect of phosphates. I
have in mind specific examples. I may mention that our rainfall is
fairly heavy, round 34 to 35 inches. This, I thinj<, favours the action
of ground mineral phosphates panicularly.
When ground mineral phosphates were to be applied I always found
it advisable to sow rhem not latcr than the middle ofNovember.
Slag I found gave good results sown as late as January. Where the
rainfall is low I should think ground mineral phosphates would act
rather slowlv.
For tim6thy hay, grain, silage and root crop6, superphosphates and
sulphate of ammonia have invariably been the manures used.
During the past autumn I have rreated 7o acres of pasture with
bone-four at the rate of 4 cwt. per acre. This is the fint occasion on
which I have used bone-four- Large quantities have recendy been
uscd in Aberdeenshire on account ofthe Iow price.
The making of a good pasture does not end with the seeding and
manunng.
I do not allow stock on the young seeds in the first year, and in my
particular case I have found it advisable to take hay crops the first two
years to avoid the risk of the land being poached by cattle in wet
weather-
I always cut the hay crop,s early, and I am sure I get better and
cleaner pastures than I could do by grazing at this stage. The after-
math is eaten ofi by sheep, and even these a1e not allowed on the after-
math the first year after October, unless the weather is exceptionally
d.y.
Once the pastures are properly established they will stand any
amount of grazing and should go on increasing in value. My difi-
culry is to keep them sulficiently closely grazed, particularly in June
and July. They are grazed with a mixed stock of cattle and sheep,
and the mower is run over some of the roughest fields in late June or
carly July. Every year some of the fields are left rough to provide
winter grazing for 45o breeding sheep in case of frost or snow- The
6elds are varied so that every field is eaten quite bare once, if possible,
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in two yean, A fcw Galloway cows and calvcs are ke'pt for this
PurPose.
One or more fields of old grass are put up for hav every year'
generally after an application of phosphates and getting I or 2 cwt.
sulphate of ammonia in April and being cut early.
If thistles appear in a field to any extent I take a hay crop nro years
in succession, cutting early ; this efrectively clears the thistles for a few
years.
' The worst weeds I have to contend with are buttercup,s, Yorkshire
fog and crested dog's-tail, and I find nothing helps much but hard grazing
early in the season.
Slag I haue found a great help in controlling rushes.
Although potash hai linle or no apparent effect on our cultivated
crops or ordirriry pasture,4 cwt. kainit per acre has a wonderful effect
in making stock clear off a bit of rough neglected pasturc.
One or more pasnrre 6elds are treated with farmyard manure
cvery year. This is applied in June, the pasrure being previously well
grazed.
- These 6elds are harrowed at intervals during the summer with
parmiter harrows to get the manure thoroughly broken up. A great
llush of grass comes up which stock do not relish during the summer,
but it provides excellent and valuable feed for the Galloway cows and
sheeo durins the winter. and thev eat it readilv,
Fields h"ard grazed up to tfie end of Jdly and then left provide
excellent winter food for sheep or catde, and provided they are grazed
hard the followins season do not deteriorate,
Lirrle or no iat has formed on the wi]d white pasture sown out
bv mlself. and I have not found it necessary to use the harrows on much
of rhL o.dinary pastures, although the timothy meadows arc harrowed
cverv season if time permits.
fo cnable a larg'e portion of the farm to remain in Pasture it is
ne<essary to have a ihort rotation in the remainder.
The'present distribution is as follows :
About 38o acres in good Wild Whire pasture
,, 50 ,, in old pasture (twelle to thirty years) not sown out
- 
by me, but rnanured regularlY
,, 70 ,, tor graln croP
,, 35 ,, for silage crop
,, iS ,, for turnips, potatoes and bare-fallow combined
,, io ,, for Timothy meadows, now ten to twelre years old
,, 35 ,, for one year's seeds hay, Italian, Perennial' Timothy
and Red Clovcr
,, 15 ,, Wild White Clover pasture cut for hay
t*
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The fields for grain, silaqe, roots and Italian rvegrass hav arc
worked intensively a-nd are all icar the farm buildings. ' '
This is to economize labour, and the bulk of th''e farmyard manure
is distributed on these fields, most of them being treared with this twice
in three years.
, 
As all the produce, including hay, is consumed on the farms there is
a large quantity of farmyard manuri to distribute annually.
-The real value of pasture lies in the stock it will cariy and the live
weight it will produce.
I have.on occasion got 3 cwt..live weight per acre during the grazing
season and my aim is to get this increase on ill my pastures. -
Partiulart of Stocl
The farm is worked from one centre by seven horses and a tractor,
the latter being used for threshing and bare-fallowing only.
The stock carried in summer is larser than durins the wintcr, At
zSth May r93o it consisted of 283 Lttle, includii! calves, and on
Ioth February rg3r of zr 5-a reduction of 68; an-d 893 sheep, in-
cluding lambs, and on roth February r93r of 524-a redui:iion of369.
The sheep will be reduced by ariothei 40 before rst March by tlie
sale of fat sheep, and the numbers will be brought up to abouf goo
again before May by lambs dropped. The catdJ will- be broughi up
to about 2go at the same time by calves dropped and purchased for
suckling. '
Nearly all the stock sold go off the grass fat during the summer,
very little winter fattening of cattle being done. AEut z5o male
lambn are fattened in auturin and early winier, the female IamL beinp
kept and sold for breeding in lepr.^tir irii"*i,f y.ii: 
"ili".li, r,""ir!meantime reared a numbCr of lambs.
THE MAKING OF NEW GRASSLAND
DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS
Bv W. M. FINDLAY, N.D.A.
Nonl of Scotla Collegc o/ lgrictkrrc, ,llctdcet
E,r?.i n errtJ at C ruilttotrc
Iu the north- of Scotland, where 80 to 90 per cent. of the soil is what
may be called a light medium loam aboui a |lough-furrow deep, a largeproportion of thelrable land is worked on ih. J**ourr rotaiion wi"th
three grasses, which may be either one year's hay and two years' pasture
or three years'pasture, [n a few casis there is a five-course rotation
with rwo grasses, while in some other cases the pasture may be lengthened
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to four, five or more years. In one or two districts there is a more
intensive rotation wirh only one year's hav,
The general method isio apply dung io rhe root crop, and artificials
either wholly to the root crop or partly to it and partly to the nurse
crop. Very little artificials are applied directly to the grass. After
the wonderful results obtained by the application of slag to permanent
pasture, several farmers applied it to their temporary grassland, but as
rhere were apparently sufficient phosphates already in the soil it had
little elfect.
There is very little permanent pasture, what there is being mostly
round mansion-houses. A large part of what is classified in the agri-
cultural returns as pennanent pasture is un6t for ploughing and would
be more correctly called rough grazing.
It is now fully wenty-five years since Sir Robert Greig started
experiments with different grass-seed mixtures. Before that time the
mixtures contained large quantities (often up to z bushels) o[ perennial
ryegrass and clovers, only in a very few cases were small quantities of
cocksfoot and timothy or other grasses included.
Those trials shoived (r) thit marry other facrors besides the sccd
mixture affected the result; (z) that perennial ryegrass could be con-
siderably reduced without iedlling tlie hay crqi, and the addition of
cocksfoot and timothy improved rhe pastures by making them earlier
for usc in spring, more la:ting in summer, and prevented to a large
extent the entrance oFsuch weeds as Yorkshire fog; (3) that there is a
considerable interaction between the different ingredients of mixtures,
such as the effect of perennial ryegrass on cocksfoot, timothy,
meadow-fescue and Italian ryegrass; Italian ryegrass on perennial
ryegrass ; Italian ryegrass, and to a less extent.othcr grasses, on clovers;
red clover and white clover on grasses, and so on: this interaction
is modified by the weather conditions and methods of treatment alrd
manuring; (l) that the improved pastures are due, so far as the seed
mixtures ar econcerned, in equal proportion to the rcduced perennial
ryegrass and irrcreased cocksfoot and timothy on the one hand, and
to the inclusion of wild white clover on rhe other.
Since those early days the subject has been further complicated by
the introduction olseveral distinct strains of grasses and clovers, each
of which again exercises its own peculiar reactions on the others.
Fully tin years ago a comnencement was made with trials of the
more laie-fowerirg types of grasses, especially perennial ryegrass and
cocksfoot. At firsi, i study was made of the relative proportions of
leaf and stalk in individual 'plants, and it was generally concluded that
these late types, owing to their ability to produce much more leaf,
would evidently be betier suited for paiture than ordinary commercial
samples. Several of the best plants were broken up and multiplied.
One important point observed in connection with ordinary com-
mercial perennial ry.grurr.., which are almost invariably seeddd from
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first year's grass, is that its lorrgevity and value have undoubtedly in-
creased since the introduction of wild white clover- Apparently the
nitrogen provided by the wild white to the growing perennial rye-
grass encouraged the more perennial of the ryegrass plants present, so
that they have stocked out and filled a much larger proportion of the
soil surface. This is especially true where the pasture has been kept
comparatively well eaten down and not allowed to form ears until the
white cloler got established.
During the past five years several trials have been carried out where
the different types were sown in small plots alone and were also in-
cluded in turn in the same seed mixture. The mixture uscd was gencr-
ally 13 lb. perennial ryegrass, 8 lb. cocksfoot, 4 lb. timothy, z lb.
broadJeaved rcd clover (English), r] lb. late-flowering red, I lb.
alsike and I lb. wild white clover per acre. The same mixture was
used in the trials with cocksfoot and red and white clovers.
Most of the commercial perennial ryegrass used comes from
Ayrshire, although a fairly large proporrion, especially in some districts
of Abcrdecnshire, is home-grown. The late-flowering samplcs uscd
in addition to the home selection have been mainly what is called
Evergreen, or wild or indigenous--in most cases likily sifted out of
wild white clover-Cornish Eaver and a Swedish selection called
Victoria. When made into hay the differences between the plots were
very marked, the stalks of the commercial samples of perennial rye-
grass being much earlier and more numerous than in the latc-flowering.
On the oiher hand, the amount of cocksfoot, timothy and red clovers
was gencrally much greater where tle lattcr tne was sown. The
comparative weights of hay have varied irr different seasons. In
some ss$ons rhe commcrcial plot was distinctly heavier, while in othcr
s€asons the late-flowering wai the heavier, ani this variation is likely
to happen in all trials of this kind so long as we have dilferenr soils and
different seasons. In pasture, the relative appearance necessarily
varied according to how the field was grazed. In a tlpical example
the differcnce was quite marked, the commercial tending to go into
ear carly and thcrcafter consequently somewhat neglected by stock.
The lati-fowering on the other irand ivas much thicke"r with leif blades
and was usually better eaten, so that it had not the same chance to form
ears. Some of the samples, for example Cornish Eaver, appeared to
be intermediate-
The trials with the late-fowering strains of cocksfoot includcd, in
addition to the home selection, Aka'roa, Swedish and sevcral English
selections. Danish was usually t-he commercial kind used. In the
hay crop the ears of Danish were quite prorninent, while there were
comparatively few in any of the late-fowering samples, although there
was a considerable quaniity of green blades present, and thc latter dso
showed much thicker in tie aftermarh. ln pasture thc Danish came
away very much earlier in spring, and was preferred, and well eaten down
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by the cattle. However, it soon went into ear, after which the produce
was much less, This early tendency of the Danish is, however, of
con'iderable importance in the north-east of Scotland, where early
grazing is much required. Funher, if there is too large a proportion
ofsucculent material in a pasrure the tendency to scouring is increased,
especially in a wet season, and the presence of some of the gnsses in
ear helps to counteract this. The late-flowering stocked out and
produced a considerable amount of blades, which were generally well
eaten,
These results are so far favourable to the late-flowering types, but
there is just a danger that we may expect too much from them, as has
been the case in too many instances in the past. The comparison is
not between early- and late-fowering tyPes but between grass-seed
mixtures containing thesc types, and we must not forget the effect of
the interaction between the different ingredients of the mixtures. The
final test is: how much beef or how much milk will mixtures with
the late-flowering types of grasses produce compared with the early-
fowering t1aes.
Two oiher considerations that must be taken into account are (r)
that the seed of the late-llowering strains of grasses is often of inferior
quality, and (2) that there may be some difficulty in getting genuine
samples. For example, we have compared a good many samples of
" Evergreen " perennial ryegrass during the last year or two, and a
fairly large proportion have been little better than ordinary commercial
semoles-
turning now to the mixtures for one year's hay, these consist mainl-y
of Italian ryegrass and red clovers; the hay is mainly Italian rye-
grass, the amount of clover being usually small. A difficulty in making
uo mixtures for one vear's hav is that thcre are several me*rods of
dLlinp with the oroduce. The mixture that may be best for one
ouro.ri 
-r, not 
'be best for another. If wintei and earlv sprins
il;; ;;;;;;,"d ih., ttt. ir.trtion of Italian .y.g'"ss it &t l'tiufl
Eut triils show that the sukequent hay crop is less; on the other hand,
if the grass is not to be eaten down previouslv, mixtures with perennial
rvegrass substituted for the ltalian will produce heavier hay crops
*itF more red clover. Possiblv the most notable feature in these
trials for one vear's hay has beeir the value of including 5 or 6 lb. of
timothy. This not only increases the weight of hay but also helps
the croD to stant better.
Thl chief feature of red clovers in the nonh-<ast of Scotland is
their susceptibility to be affected by diffcrcnt conditions of soil, manage-
ment and weather, In one trial where little or no dung had been
given to thc turnip crop there was very little red clover in the hay,
whereas where a good dressing was given, and especially along with a
good application of arti6cials, there was abundance.
- The previous crop has often had a marked effect on the amount of
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red clover- For example, on several occasions there has been much
more red clover after a potato crop than after a turnip crop. This
was due to the fact that the grain crop, both oats and barley, was much
lighter after potatoes and so enabled the red clover to get better estab-
lished. Further, a comparatively thin grain crop, cut early, favoured
nor only the red clover but also the grasses, whereas a thicker grain
crop, especially when late in being cut, reduced both the amount and
vigour.
The weather conditions have afiected the red clover in at least
two di{Terent ways. First, in spring at the time of sowing the seeds,
when the soil was dry, and dry conditions continued, there was very
little, whereas in anoiher part'of the field where the seeds had beeir
sown earlier there was quite a good stand. Secondly, in the following
spring, red clover was slow in starting lo grow when there was a dry
spell, and especially when the temperature was low there was very little
in the hay, although there was plenty in the aftermath. This happened
Iast year, and it is interesting to note the effect on the different types
and nationalities. Gerrerally, the late-fowering was superior to broad-
lcaved, and among the former some English samples were best, the
later Montgomery, Cornish Marl and Swedish were next, and about
the same, while American Mammorh and Russian were very poor. In
other s@sons Montgomery and Cornish Marl were best, while in still
others all the late-fowerings were very poor and the broad-leaved
good and vigorous. In rhc case of the broad-leaved, English samples
werc most reliable. It is only in an occasional season that any foreign
seed gir.es good results.
Keeping these results in mind, then, our conclusions are that we
require both broad-leaved and latc-fowering in a mixture, and it is
well to irrclude several different samples of cach. One other point in
connection with red clover is that we look to English farmers to sow
acclimatized English seed and not to sow weakly foreign stuff, seed it
and sell it as English. We have had erperience of this.
White clovers have occupied our attention during the last five
years, and we have tested samples from different parts of England, from
New Zealand and America, and with ordinary white. AEut go per
cent, of the English samples were genuine, but the other ro per cent.
gave a poor result and were evidently from cultivated grassland.
Chemical tests were made of all the samples, and those that did
poorly gave weak reactions, the big seeds being generally weaker than
the small seeds, Two samples from Oxford and York respectively
were ofspecial interest. While they produced Iasting plants, the leaves
were much larger and the stalks much thicker than ordinary English
wild white.
In the trials with New Zealand wild white when sown in rows
many samples showed considerable vigour, but they showed much less
promincntly in rhe 6eld. In no case where the samc amotrnt of sccd
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had been sown was the New Zealand so vigorous or so well spread as
good English, AII American samples lacked vigour. As some farmers
still sow ordinary whire in addition to wild white, mixhrres were
sown with difiereit quantities, but even where 5 lb. of ordinary white
were included there was hardly a plant to be seen in the pasture,
We like to get a good vigorous mixture of grasses and white clover
as soon as possiblc in our pastures, and in this connection the effect of
the orevious treafinent has been observed on several occasions. In
part;f a field the hay was cut early while the remainder was cut late.
The result was very marked during the three years the field was in
pasture, the first pari having a fine u-niform " sole," while in the latter
part the white clover was very patchy. In another case where part of
ihe aftermarh was late in being used the result was similar.
After the white clover is well established we frnd it is an advantage
not to eat it too bare, otherwise if dry weather sets in the pasrurc is
practically finished for the season.
- Duriig the last few years a considerable atnount of attention has
been paid io what is called rotational grazing, along with intense manur-
ing. We have had several small trials on both points. There is no
doirbt but that our commercial friends spoiled a good case by making
far too extravagant statements, and it is Sratirying that they have
considerablv toned down.
Taking'the manuring first, there must necssarily be a considerable
difierence in their needs between Poor Pennanent pastures and tcm-
porary grasses growing on land in good heart. There are fields of the
iattei tf,at are growing all the grass they possibly could except at the
beginning of thl season, when an application of a nitrogenous manure
would provide earlier grazing.
Whin applied to young pasture, nitrogenous manures, even with
abundance of lime, phosphates and potash, encourage the grasses, in-
cluding annual meadow-grass, to such an extent that they act adversely
on the" young plants of -whire clover, which, afrer all, is the cheapest
source ofnitrogen we have.
Our concluiion is that on arable pastures little or no nitrogen should
be apolied until the white clover is well established, then somc may bc
"ppliid .t discrction, especially at 
the beginning of the season.
' ' Several small trials have been carried out on the rotational method
of grazing, but these have Itot showr it to be of any advantage, as quite
as iruch l-ive-weight increase was obtained where the cattle were not
shifted as where they were.
What rhe trials'do show, however, is that the success depends on
the rnarEgement. Where the Pasturc was eaten comParatively bare
until the white clovcr was established, then where there was a good
mixture of grasses and white clovcr,and when t}e pasture was not eiten
too bare eaily in the seasott, it was 
_not affected so much during dry
spclls as wheie it was eatcn barer. AIso, wherc a ficLJ was suficiently
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stocked so that the pasture was evenly eaten down the grasses did not
go readily into ear and there was a good supply of pasture of the best
quality.
One point of imponance is that if there are different tnes of soil
in a 6eld which produce different kinds of pasture these should, if
practicabl€, be sown with mimrres suitable for the different tpes of
soil, or be fenced and grazed separately,
But, the best-laid schemes " gang aft agley." Weather conditions
often upset plans.
MAKING OF NEW GRASSLAND
Bv A. McARTHUR
B utiagjford, Hou
I Hevr been askct to read a paper, or rather to relate to you my
experience in laving down arable land to permanent pasture.
About fifteen years ago I put several acres of land down to grass in
C-ambridgeshire, on land that was ab,solutely unfit to grow corn and
which is now a 6ne pasture; there has been no deterioration at any
timc sincc being put down, which often does happen.
I succeeded in getting an excellent plant the 6rst year, and never at
any period in the summer months was it closely grazed, and to this I
atiribute the succcssfirl result. At no time during the 6rst ten years
was any of thc pasturc cut for hay. I strongly believe that to cut your
pasture for hay goes a long long way towards ruining it, Graze it,
and feed it, either by fattening stock with cake, or by applying artificial
ulanure.
In ryzz I purchascd a farm of 58o acres, near Buntingford, 8o
acres of which was old pasture, the remainder arable; the most of it
two-horse land in dry weather, and three horses when wet. Onc would
call it a medium heavy soil, all mole{rained, the subsoil being suitable
for this treatment. I started putting one field down to grass and then
another, until I now have 3oo acres in pasture out of a total of 58o
acrcs, and it has gone down splendidly, with the exception of one field,
from which I cut hay. That 6eld has Iost a large percentage of the
clover, the clover plant having been choked with the vigorous growth
of varieries of grass plants, which always grow quicker and more robust
than thc clovers. When I put down mixtures for cutting on arable land,
sainfoin or clover, I have found in the case of Italian ryegrass and
sainfoin the best mixture is four bushels of sainfoin and one-eighth of a
bushel of ltalian ryegrass, which is quite sultcient grass. Now why
such a small quantity as one-eighth of a bushel I Because ifyou put mori
it spreads out so much it will smother the sainfoin or clover, and you
never sce them any more. The same thirrg applies to ncw pe[nanert
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pasture, but far more so, because you are using a finer and much les
i.rbr.t i"ti.tv of clover. and you'have to apply a larger quantity of
srass seed. take most old paitures, and look for clover after the hay
f;"s b"en made. You will hnd very little clover i but if the same
Dasture was grazed and manured properly you will get, in most cases,
"brndanc" oT 
clover, Now, to partially destroy thc clolers tn-new
pastures and then to try to build them.up again, or ro recover them,
must be a retrograde and not a progresslve steP.
With regard-to the proper mixrure of grasses and clovers to be used'
I think a lot of money is wasted in ustng a quantlty ot hne Srasses or
" 
ouantitv of coars" qr;sses. You wart io stiike a happv medium, and
I iaue c6-" to the-condusion that wild white clover, Dutch clor er,
alsike and perennial ryegrass are sufficient to make an excellent-Pasture'
Co.krf-t.^ rro !-ittdige;ors or otherwise. Timothy' no ! I always
see cocksfoot grasses i-eft uneaten bv cattle, so why use them I In an
":rami.r.tio,, 
oY the pastures which i have put doin each-yearsince I
surted in tq22 yo; will see that perennial ryegrass and wild white
clover are the orincipal mainstays. I don't see that you want anfhrng
beiter. Thev'borh ieem to lilie one another' and as long as thcy arc
t*i *i,tt;n ieasonable bounds of growth, by the grazing of catrle, I
beiieve, if the cattle could speak, they would say the grass was deltctous
ii.,fr-rett exceptional weather for firass, the pasrure should get beyond
the stock"on the ground don't worry, but when l\t rytgoT andclovers
oet heads- and are very ripe, run a mowing_machtne over lt' and, lt not
i,.,.rh ."kirn uo fo, hlv, i"t it lie and theieed will bc trodden into the
e;na 
"na'*iil ge.-ihat" 
with the 6rst rain, and a large proportion
if it will become a part of thc pasture, and by runnlng your machlne
ovcr your p"rtrt"t you kill mo birds with one stone-you cut all the
thistles that mav be there.'-- 
Wittr t"E".il to manure, I apply with the croP 5 
-cwt' -North
African phos"phate, and continue to give 20 P€r cent ol the land 
-rn
srass ( &t. iach yeat. This means, if I have 3oo acres in grass, bo
icrcs it" dr"ssed .1rith 5 .-*t. per acre Per annum P-ossibly someone
rn"ui"r, *tt, a""', yor-apply ,tittogen arrd potash as well as-phosphates.?
I db nor want to choke my clover by using nitrogen, and lrom-exPcrr-
ments which I havc carriid out I do not think my Iand requtres arty
ootash,
'"1a" n", think I could wish for bener results than I have secured'
N"* 
" 
*"ta with reEard to my experience in the actual sowing
d.,wn and oreparins of tf,e sced bed. It is of 6rst imPortance that
trr" t.J rh"'rti u. dlid, so th^t thc seed mav be deposited at thc proper
depth and as regular as possible. No end of small seeds are sown at
i,I i.- 
"i*, a i"pth. ",id if thev do manage to struggle 
through the
h""uu .8u"ring of earth they are weak, and invariably die lt must
b" 
"ioa.ent 
to"urrvone that to get a plant is the first essential in formlng
, p"'riur". Taking one season with anothcr, I do not think you can do
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better than put your seeds down with a qrowing croo and sow earlv.If you are in thC habit of using steam plJuehs. irv tJ use them whJ.,
ploughing the 6eld for the last-time. this"-av'not aooear to be of
much importance. 
. 
The object is to get your la'nd frec'irom hollows,
as no furrows are left when tt""- piorghr are used. When grazing
sheep in aftcr 
_vears, especially ewes in-iimb, you will be almJst sur.
to Iose several by them genin[ cast if fu rrows iemain as they would doIf the Iand had been horse-ploushed.
With regard to aftcr-cultlvation of yourrg grassland. if this is
grazed judiciously the only work reguircd 'on #ri i. to roll it well atthe propert nme rn the spring. Harrowing is detrimental for many
yqrrs after layrng down.
, 
I should just likc. to say in conclusion that tiose who wish to lay
down pastures oth.er rhan p€rnunent-rhat is, with two objects in r iew,
a hay crop as well as grazing-a different mixture should be used. so
don't compare a threc years'ley with Dermanent oasturc-I have been relating my &p"ri",ic". AII I'have told vou reore-
sents the methods which I am convinced are correct iri 
-, 
"^..although it is prossible that all prcsenr 
^rrn"i.." "r"-a *" *i,f, ."]I did not, nor do I, presume to dictate to inyonc thit thcre'is onlv one
method, and that my own. Far from it. 'I have farmed ,oo ir"ny
years,_ a_nd have met wirh too many rebuffs, to bc so bieoted, i
started farming when I lcft school, arid have bcerr at it for f&tr. vears
or mo,re; and mv father was a farmer before me, worse luck ! 'I wish
he had been a-law_ver. I might now have been laying down the law to
you in-place of simpl.v relatinf to you my humble eipeiiences of farming
oP€ratrons.
GRASS DURING THE PAST FIVE
YEARS
Bv MAJOR J. KErTH
. Pitadded
Ir is now rather more than five ycars sincc the full possibilities of
rotation grasses sown under the newer systems have bc,en realized in
Aberdee-nshire, but on€ can hardly deal with the most recent deveiop_
ment.of one's idgas in these years without l""Hng.r,h" pi.ui"'r,
practrce. t xcept !n a lew gentlemen's parks and on tiiehJvins srounds
there has never been much pemxrnent grass, and it 
-ls i".,E ^llu b._lieved that only on limited areas of thibest soil would gi"r, t"ft fo.
more than three years or so.
Prior to the grat improvements on grassland which besan about
twenty years ago, as thc result of experirients and propagarria by the
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North of Scotland Agricultural College, most of thc grass in Aberdeen-
shire was laid down For rhree vears only, and much of it was very poor,
freouentlv consistine in the ihird year almoet entirely of Yorkshire
fos'. In'a .ough wiy it was valued-at first year's grase three times the
lrid ."nt- sc.o,id veai's grass twice the land rent, and rhird year's grass
at iust tire land 'rent: 'older qrasses at varying figures according to
*hither imorouement or furt[er deterioration set in. On good or
*"ll-manased land it freluently improved in the founh and sub'sequent
,,.r... but"on ordinarv oi indiherently managed land it became prac-
ii.rlli ,"lueless. Sorie improvement'began to take place early in this
".rrtrw throrsh sowing cleaner 
ryegras;, and the bitter mixtures of
,ooJ ,*.ir.nded b"v the Agriiultural College and writers such as
Elii"t of CIift"n Park,6ut it wi's not till the fundamenul discovery of
wild white clover came that real improvement took place' lt was
onlv about the end of the war that the sowing of wild white clover
bJme seneral and a few years longer till the change in the carrying
crracitv"of the pastures betame fully appreciated Rather more than
,-r'" ,.1,. 
^n., 
I'found that mv qrasdl"nd h"d so improved that instsad
.f ,iuirins" r? to 2 acres to carry a cow I was now able to carry one
""* 
.ir tt.tt,iiualent to thc acre,'and ir was se€n that the extra carry-
;o .r.r 
"it, li, lareelv in the improvement of the older grasses Third
,i.;t'nrari hld n"oJ become ai vatuable as lirst year's' For milk I
ihi.rk i,-i, verv much m()rc so, and older grasses seem to become even
bctter with aui. if r.asonably well treated and managed'
V.r, scri"ous trouble beian to he er?erienced with the corn crop
f.rllowi,is the will white c'iover-they grew so luxuriantly as to be
frcouentiv ]odged soon afrer coming inro ear' and very serlous 
- 
losses
*"r..r.tlin.d] Thcse heavy corn cropo also made the re-establlshment
;i;;;;;;' ;";. difficult] and a legend arose that r''rild.white did
not do i wcll the second time it was Brown Every lmaglnable ?lan
*r. t.i.d. *ith 
-orc or less succes+----chiefly less-to enable one to have
rhe bot possible pasture atrd at the same (ime lo have manag:eable corn
croDs.
- Tiri..l most of these plans, but abour five years ago I came to the
.o,,.l,rrio, that the best pi"tt *as to ult"r the whole sptem by changrng-
;;;.;;;;;.- i; this e;d I ha'e adopted the plan of allowing most.of
thc srass to lie from five to eight years, and keep Part ot the farm under
..rliirrrnus .r.rppiu for a similar period''". S; f"t u, f tn' y., see, this plan will work.excellentl)' i one,cen
concentrate on establishing good grass as-qulckly as.Posslble, ano on
imorovinc it to the utmost extent without being troubled by-the. bogey
"f'laid cLm. When any of these older grasses have 
to b€ broken
uo I do noi take a corn ciop till the land has been sucked- a brt.by two
;[;;;-p;, one of *hich'is turnip and the other either silage or
POtatoes.
' As t., the actual management of grass, I should make it clear that
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thc land I farm is entirely different from the strong clav ofMr Cruick-
shank's land. Mine is rirosdy a strong loam overiyinei boulder clav or
rock, but it is nearly all well irained, aid not much'inJined to o-.i h
wet weather. It is much heavier, I think, than Mr Findlav's Craibstone
landor even average Aberdeensh ire land, but none of it wif erow a bean-
So far I have not altered the seed mixture from that riommended
by the Nonh of Scotland College of Agricllture--
t4 lb. Ryegrass
8 lb. Cocksfrxrt
4 lb. Timothy
3 lb. Red Clover (
r Ib. Common White Clover
r lb. Alsike White Clover
r lb. Wild White Clover
-but I am inclined to think that in our climate, on many soils. thetimothy and cocksfoot might be left out 
^nd rhe .yegrad incr.rscdto 20 io 24 lb.
The enormous amount of nitrogen stored by the white clorer
induces. a great vigour and persistenie in the ryegrass, which alwavspredomrnates on the best-eaten pans of rhe 6eld, while the cocksf<rot
tends ro get Into patches not eaten by stock, and increases the diificulty
of management-
A friend of mine, who has laid out a grear deal of grass verv suc-
cessfully in Norfolk, says cocksfoot is esse"ntial to e", .:rtu n;..-br,
suggests that one should have part ofonc's pasru res alirost eniirliv cock._foot and wild white clover and the remainder without anv c.rkifrnr
Contrary to my previous practicc, I have adopted the plan ofgrazing the new layer preny closely after harvest and in 
"arlv'*i.,t.r"Thc rreading is beieficial oi my laid ard the sr"ri;s lhJJ,fr"'.,.-
grass and seems to give the clover a better sta"rt. I-have no doubi it
also reduces the hay crop, if one is taken, and prevents the smothering
out of the white clover in the 6rst year. pe'rsonally, I haye. alwayribern more successful in getting goo<i gross quickly i'f'no t." .roo 1,
taken and the 6rst yczr's [rass ii frcnyiloselli grazed with caitle. '
rr a nay crop ts taken tt !s most tmponant rhat rhe afrermath should
not be allowcd to get too strong. It is no use h"uine a moderat" i;o
of hay and cutring it early to save the clover, and t"hen allowine the
aftermath to destroy it. Cocksfoot, which throws a strong afte#rathis almost worse than the red clover. I Ua .rry" ,.iri irt**":"J
examples of this last season, On my Norfolk farm I fria 
" 
," 
""rZfield laid down for pasture, in hay, th'e aftermarh .f *t i.f, *"r'erazej
by cows, and rhe plan adopted wis ro give the cows part of it at a"timc
say.ro acres, and hove thi wire bacfto give 
"n"ttLi ,o ".;;;;;;as they had fairly well cleaned up the preiious piece. The nrst ,..tio.,
earerr has now very much the best white clovei and it grows Droeress_
ivel_y Jvorse on each later section, while on the last i"n, *h.i tt,"
cocksloot became rusry and was rzrcely eatcn, the whire clover has
almost disappeared. The other e>campli was in Aberdeenshirc, A
t
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feld was solit. and one half caten carly by lamh's, while rhc othcr was
ou.a r"t .il.."-t, and not eaten till piett!' late' The early-eaten half
has now bv far the better bottom of clover.
Mv laid. on analvsis, has a high amount of available phosphates'
'out I irave manured freely with phosphates both for arable and grass,
and usually appty, when sowing out,4 cwt. steamed bone-four or E cwt'
hish-srade slae, and repeat the dressing at the thlrd or tourth year'
Tiis "s"ems oriite suficient, but a neighbour who has extraordinarily
,.,.d srass apilies ? cwt. steamed bone-four to all his grass each winter,
i"a 
"i'ut 
t. ii., th-e benefit of the application every spring by April'
Ariother thing I have adopted in recent years is dividing the larger
fields into 
".ot 6f ,o to 15 acres, 
to enable the grazing to be better
controlled. After dividing my fields, I conceived the. idea oI gtvrng
,f," .itt ire cows the firstiat,'and cleaning up the field with dry cows
and in-caliheifers, but however well this plan may work out- on 
-farms
with very unilorm land, which grazes evenly, it was an- entire fallure
with me. The store stock would not eat the rough, whlch Just ran to
seed- and thev made the best-eaten parts so bare that thelr recovery
*.s'too ,lot i and the field not again ready for milking cows at thc
ot"Tii'ill;,r*--rchine 
is really the only r,r'ay to kcep a pasture evcn'
As far as possibie I cut the pastuies which lrx'k as if they would run to
seed. and'the results are so good that I would run all over the grass'
""f, i, f,"t to be done at a tirie of extreme Prcssure on 
the farms, arrd T
d.r'not obiect to some rouqh grass, as it provides employmcnt for the
.h..o in t'he snowstorms, b-ut inless in snow the sheep will not look at
rhe lld rank patches, they remain determincdly- on the green pans, so
I doubt if it is wonh while leaving much rough grass. lt used to oe
thousht tlat rough qrass, not too much ezlten ln wlnter' Eave an earller
bite in spring, brit ri-ith good wild white pastures this d1*1 not t""m to
nccessary, This year I am trytng the exP€rlment ot glvlng a ralrly
laree ar& of closely eaten grass a light coat oI strawy larmyard marrurc,
not'ioi 
^-uti"t .liect so i.rrch as io 
see if the shelier of the straw will
*r. th" e. tt from spring frosts and wind and givc an earlier bitc' .I
.fr.f f li-'O"" *" oi thii stra*ed area some rriirogcnous manurc' 
- 
If
this exoeri-meni is successful I shall abandon the practice of leavtng
any rough grass except what gets beyond me. 
.
'Thtdifficulty with this rotational grazlngrs to know when to movc
the cows. I eeherally found when grazing from htc to stx r"otrrs per
acre that the riilk has'begun to drop before the grass Iooks as if lt was
recuirins relief, The onily plan I can think of is to move the cows to
"-i.*rr E.ta throush the d"v at least one 
day before making the com-
olete move. CoG are rather less particular about what they ear at
i,isht und not so inclined to wander about as during the day' Perhaps
t"ii."n" on throw light on this point, it does not arise when grazing
two or three cows Per acre.
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The only fresh thing I havc tried during the past five vears !
slstematically manuring part of the grass t;get it'to come'earlier,
This has been a most complete succesa. One ihrrty-acre field on the
Norfolk fr.rm has been manured each spring for the pait five years with a
complete manureapplied in February, ind h'"s alwavi be.n reidv for fold-
ing.ewes.and lamb,s about r st April, ;fter which it niakes a quicli reovery
an? carries more than its fair share of the other stock all summer.
. 
I have also-experimented in trying to gct later grass by manuringin August.or Septemler, but it has 
--not &.n to r,i...r6il. A u.ry
experienced friend tells me his experience is exactly thc contrary-no
good in spring and very useful in-autumn. I hav6 also for a iear o,
two harrowed and broken up any rough patches in late winter] This
seems very beneficial to.both roufh anil gieen grass and I will gradually
extend the practice till I giveill the-grass-a thoroush ha;owins.
fomrnately it is perhaps thi only farm j"oU *h;ctr it bJia.r.l, *?i
weather, when a not too heavy harrow will enter casily and tear up the
old grass and moss,
THE MAKING OF NEW GRASSLAND
Bv J. ALSTON
Eatt Harling, Norcoicl
I rHrNr the first thing I had better explain is the nature of the soil
which I have been atiempting, I belicve not unsuccessfully, to convert
from arable land to pasture.
In Norfolk it would be described as useful, medium loam, but in
most parts of England it would-be considercd rathcr light and sandy,
but as the suhsoil is mostly brick earth it holds moistuie much bettcr
than might be clpected from the appearance of rhc top soil.
The average annual rainfall in Norfolk is only in ihe neishbourhood
oftwenty-6r,e inches, which must be taken intoaciount when iecidine the
seeds to be included in the mixture. After deciding to put a field d"own
to pasture it is, to my mind, esscntial thar it shouldbe dh,solutely clean.It is often said that if land is laid dorl'n ro pasture it will autoniatically
clean itself, even if it is foul when the sccdsirc drilled, but I have never
heard how many years it will take for this cleaning to come about, I
haye seen Iand ploughed up after having been down for ten years and
the- twitch-grass 
_was as strong and healthy as when it was liid down,
and the pasture had rrevcr been anything but rubbish all the time. i
have cven gone to the expense of taking two root cropc-potatoes,
followed by swedes-to 
-make sure that ihcre was no foul grass leftbefore putting in the seeds.
It should, however, be possible in thc normal roration to qet the
land suficiently clean. Then thc Norfolk sequcncc of roots,larley,
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srcds is usually succesfi.rl, for at that pooition in the rotation the heart
of the land ought to be good. Just as' itt my experiettcc, to lay land
down when foil so it is i,, eqr-raily short-sighied f,olicy to lay if down
when out ofcondition. Condiiion lhould be built up before the seeds a re
sown, then the pasture will usually go right ahead' Manuring before
the seeds are sown is to my mind as important as, if not more importattt
than, manuring afterwardi, although that too must not be neglccted. I
do not mcan that it is necessary to sPend years preparing lor grass.
There is usually no time for that when grassing down is contemplated.
Condition, by -sound rillage and high farming, is, in my experience,
fairlv quickli built up. I have, for instance, this year erowrt I3 totrs
pcr icr. of sugar-bcet on land rhat was derelict four years ago, and I
am surc I could lay that field down to Perrnanent Erass with success
ncxt ycar. It is clean and i good heart.
In resard to the seed, thi next point to be considered, I might
mention,-is what a very prominent Essex agriculrurist insisted was
essential in making a rcally first-class Pasturc. His cssentials were'
" Wild White Cloier and i Scotsman," and I thoroughly agree with
the former part of the mixture. When I first started laying down
pennanent pisture I had to a great ex(ent to be guided by the seeds-
men's catalogues, and I can assurc you it was a most elaborate and ex-
p€nsive mixt;re, as you will be able io judge when you hear it contained,
s Ib. Cod.foot, r 15. Tall Fescue, r lb. Meadow-l escue, z lb. Timothy,
i lb. French-Italian Ryegrass, 6 lb. Irish Pcrennial Ryegrass,2 lb. Hard
Fescue, rI lb. Sheep's F&ue, r lb. Fiorin, f lb. Bunnett, f; lb. Chicory,
* lb. Sinsje{ut Cowsrass, l, lb. Wild Red Clovcr, r lb. Giant Red
Suckli"e,"z tb. Pivuri; Luae-rne, ! Ib. Giant Whitc Clover, + lb. Wild
White elover, z lb. English Trefoil and z lb. Canadian Alsike-32 Ib.
all told- and ro sDecies.
I did ,,ot ieplat that mixture, as it was not only too expensive (as
far as I can remember the cost was in the neighbourhood of 65s. per
acre ; of course seeds, like everything else, were much dearer tien than
thev are now). but a lot of the seeds I was never able to find, and a), ,
few ofthe ot(ers I wish I had never found, as they have been an eyesore
to me cver since. I might mention chicory in that cateSory.- The
.attlc seem to eat a bit of the leaf in its younq stages, but it soon runscattl i( c c l c l lll l g l tr
rup a big coarse stalk whieh nothing will touch, and which givcs the
*eado*". rety rough, uncared-for appea."t,c". Gradually I climinatcd
one thins aftir an6ther, as I considered they were either ineffective
.rr not worth their money, till eventually the mixrure has been cut
dowr to 6 Ib. Cocksfoot, z'lb. Timothy, ri lb. Perennial Rytgrass, z lb.
Sinsle{ut Cowgrass, t lb. Rough+talkcd Mcadow-Grass and z lb.
Wifd whire ClJver-25 lb. in all ; and I am doubtful if the single-
cut cowgrass is worthy of a place, as the cattlc always seem to avoid
it as much as possible.
As I prefei to grazc rather than hay in thc 6rst year, bclievirrg that
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a quicker and better-knit rurf is produced that way, I shall in all prob-
abiliry drill no mo_re cowgrass,_ and in that respect I do not eiceft
Montgomery late-flowering red clover, which in my experience has
little ro commcnd it under the dry Norfolk conditions. - I well re-
member two adjacent 6elds, tilled in'exactly the same way for years, and
perrnanently seeded at the same time ; one was hayed in the hrst year,
the other was grazed i the latter is now a good pasture, but the foimer
has been ploughed up; and I cannot forget that lcsson. The omission
of late.fowering red clover, the cowgrasiof the seedsman, will cheapen
my mixture but it is not expensive as already it stands, and I use it with
little modification on every occasion. It is a very plain, inexpensive
mixture, last season costing only in the neighbourhood of z5s. per acr(,
and for our part ofthe country I believe it is all that is necessary. Some
of you may think the quanrity of wild white is errcessive, as you would
no doubt get the same result eventually, and more cheapty, from a
smaller quantity, but you would have to wait longer for ii.' Wlen I
start I want pastures at once, and a heavy seeding of wild white goes a
long way towards that end.
, 
I-have tried putting the seeds down in August afrer a bare-fallow,
but I havc been much more successful drilline with a barlev croo in
the. spring. 
.The. only thing to avoid is genin! the barley ,'- t i"uy
and smothering the. small plants, and it is advisable in a dry country
like Norfolk to drill the seeds as early as possible, so that they may be
well established before the hot weather sets in. I sow as eaily ai the
cndofl\larchor the beginning of April, drilling on a fat-rolled iurfacc,
harrowing and rolling again. Having secured a plant I give it a top-
dressing during the 6rst winter of4 cwt. ofmeat or bone rieat, contain-
ing 6 per cent. ammonia and 35 per cent. phosphates, and this I like to
repeat every. second or third winter. I am told that I am wasting
money by using meat or bone meal, but I am not so sure. I knowI could buy slag and, say, sulphatc of amrnonia more cheaply; but
should.I gst the same result.l Should I get the beneEt oi ieadily
alailable phosphates combined with continued nitrogenous action ?-
which I think is so desirable in the first few years. Ilam afraid I shall
stick to my meat or bone in spite of the prospect of economy, which
is supposed to be so attractive to all ofmy race.
- 
As I.hav-e already said, I think it is a mistake to cut a new pasture
for hay the 6rst-year, as the coarse grasses are apt to get too ranli at the
expense of the iiner ones-
Whcn grazing a young pasture with cocksfoot in it, it is most
esscntial to feed it do,,rh hard iu thc early spring and summer, and even
then it is dillicult to prevent some of ihe cocksfoot from running to
secd, in which evcnt rhe grass-mower must be brought into use, otXer-
wise you will soon have a very rough pastuE of poor feedinq-value.
ln spitc, howerer, of tlre extra carc that is rcquired in grazins- cocks-
foot I havc come to thc conclusion that it is indispen"sablc,"for the
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srazinq of dairy cattle, on land inclined to be light' I.have come toi"l, .,i cocksfoot to give me a bite in April, wlthout the use or anvilrtii' t*.rt.J.' -i &n oft.n turn stock'on to it by rst April'. and
I havf on occasions been feeding my liShter Pastures ln 
-the mrddle
of March. That has been entirely due to-.cocksloo,t' Yost ot, tnc
crrksfoot I have used recently has been Swedlsh Scandla' whlcn I nalc
i;;J;r.h easier to handle'than that usr'rally supplied in commcrcc'
",d I t-.a *. may look hopefully 
to the futurc selectrons ol cockstoot
;;;;i;;";,i;i 'assistanc", whiih should make that in'aluable grass
even more useful.
""i;;;l;ti.", 
-ay I add a few words regarding thc carryiic *!i:i:y
^f mv new oastures ind mv experience oi the ixtension of grasslandi, ."lir".tiin *i,tt dairv firming in Norfolk' It will be necessary to
i;,ili.; 
" 
f"* p.r.o.il items.- I farm something over 2ooo acres
"il"ra.- irt.* Lsed to b" about 
one-tenth of the farm Pcnnanent
"*..-- 
t tau. increased that to one-founh and my co*s to z8o' .I
im the."fo.e called upon to provide feed 
-for.those cows dunng the
summer. and I would emphasize, to provide it ln one-of thc drlest
counties in Eneland, although I am glad to say I do not farm thc worst
of the land in"that country. Nevertheless, we are not 
-suPPosed 
to be
;il:';';;;;;;';*io.-J'i",t. Eastern counties' we are supposed
i"'i"1lt.t.a ui in lrlv and August, but althouf;h I preparc every
.,"ar for that drought, by'growing crops on the arable land In antlclPa-
ii.,n. I tind that thiv ari not wanted in more than hall the.years' .w hcn
th. irousht reallv iomes, and it is only in times ol general drought tnat
I srfier."we are isually no worse off than other distrtcts'
' " N";'.;ii;;;;i*'.v t ."a of stock, I must be.ready each y-ear' I
used ro save mangels foi July, now I save sugr-beet Pu.lP' -r grow
r;;;;; i;1.:..*,. i'iM'"i"t., rt' August ind Septembcrfeed' and
i1;';,"b*";;;. 
-ri"" r.t the purposi in mind' ind' as I thin'k I
h"u" .rgga.,"d, I am one of those who refirse to belleve that Lasl
Anslian-;rass is useless.
'"'i;;":;; i ,"" zo 
-*. 
during the day for the wholeof thc sumrner
.rn twenfulseven acres of grasslind down in I9zz, and.rn l93o nlne
".r...r.ii.d l8 heifers from 
the middle o( APrrl' and 7 morc,rwo
weeks later until the 6eld was shut for wild whlte clover seec on
;; ^i;. '#i ;' ;; ti-,nol. mixtures' with heavy wild white clover
#"ar'.i.'..a'i"itrji.' ;;;.i.g, I find rhat the poverw period' which
i *..'Ltnrt, was inevitable, ioes not exist' There seems no r@son
;h;;;""";ilLnd in gooj h."tt, t'd suitable seeding and sub'sequcnt
#i,H;;;i:;bk- r^"?-.rt*ta riot be as efiective as old grassland
J;',';;';i;;i;; d"; Rvegrass and wild white clover' with
...k(f.rot on the liehi lands, are the imPortant sPecres rn the Process,).a-i[ri*.,r,"i", i".r/ ...d;e ot wild whiie clover is essential'O.*.i.""ii" I have had scouring on mv new wild white pastures' ,
There ii an old saying that " To brcak a pasturc makes a mart and to
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make a pasture breaks a mal." Well I did a little of the former during
the war, with not too satisfactory results, and I have done a lot of the
latter since the-war, and up to tfie moment have not 6led my pc(irion,
but, so. far as I can judge, unless I conrinue rhis policy mJre rapidly
than I have done I will soon be tompelled to do so.'
LAYTNG LAND DOWN TO PER_
MANENT GRASS
Bv W. S. MANSFIELD, M.A.
U oenitl Farn, Canlidge
Tsr methods which may be employed in layinq down De[nanent srass
arc so varied that it is impossible ihar arry oni man should havc H.sr_
hand experience of them all. Having h"d J*p".ienc"of .er";l ;;,il;,
and having been a close ob,server oiseveral more, my observations are
based on these cases, all of which were confined to t(e heavier t)?es of
land in the Eastem Counties.
I think that it must have been in tie Eastem Counties that tie
saying " To make.a.pasture breaks a man " had its origin. In any
event, putting land down to grass in these regions has"always been
regarded as a " dark and difficult adventure." .-
In the days when wild white clover seed was unobtainable I believe
there was every justification for this being so, but now that we havc
rcliable supplies at a reasonable price the pJsirion is very different. In
thrs, comparanvely.dry climate (an averagc rainfall of twinry_one inches,
with spring drought) our land does nor- rake narurally to Lrass. Wild
white clover seed has revolutionized rhe whole outlolk. Fersonallv. I
no Ionger regard the laying down ofpe[nanent pastu re wittr 
-ispiu;riss-When, where, how and what to sow would s""m to be ihe fi"rst
questions that arise; followed by such points 
". 
.uit bl" 
-un"ii"ltreatmenrs and rnanagcment of the new pasture in the first few vears-
. 
When ta Soul-l have seerr p".ntan"nt gr"s. s"eds sowrr srrc'cessfrrllv
in every month from March to Septembei This does nor mean th;rI believe that all timcs between thise dares are equallv sood. but rhar
given suitable conditions ofsoil and weutt.., ,fr.."'i. oii3l 
"]ia"'-""1of time in which seeds may successfully-be sown.' M, *..i"r,F.
leads me to believe rhat Apiil and f uly'are the .o,i.r# 
-"'"ih. ?",sowing in the Eastern Counties. If sown in April ihere will be oleniv
of moisrure in r}e soil to gcrminare the seed'raoidlv. and the'ola*
should be fairly well established before a droushi is'likelv to oirrrr_
Moreoler, ifundersown in a corn crop the seedlin'pp will h"u'e an oppo._
tunity of making a certain amount o[ growth b"efore the .or".li-p
robs them of light and air.
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I choose Iulv as the other date, for this is usually a wet month, and
if sowins is ;otfurted after f ulv it mav be that a dry August will compel
deferrini it'untit Septembe-r. ' Mv o-biection to i Sepiember sowing,
and it hi's been srpported by severil initances, is that, though it may be
ouite satisfactory ii f"r as th" grasses are concerned, the little Plants of
ri,ild rrhite clouir a.e too sm"ii to withstand the attacks of slugs which
so often occur on clay lands in a wet and open winter. Moreover, there
can be no doubt thal a larger and more mature plant is better able to
withstand the wet arid cold of the winter. It sometimes happens that
in a September sowing all the wild white seed does not germinate the
oln. yor. Quite a high proportion, even as high as 5-o P€r cent.' mal
r"m"i'n dorma-nt ,r,til tFe following spring orsumme r. In someways thts
is an advantage, as the risk of losing the whole of the seed is very much
reduced for fiis t"uson. For this-reason aiso, where a fair quantity
of wild white has been sown, I would never quite give up hope of
senins a Dlant until twelve months after the first seeds had germinated.
' lit o, ra Sanr.-Some prefer to sow on the open land, some under
a winter-sown corn crop, and others under a spring-sown corn crop. I
have seen all these methods applied successfully, and circumstanccs
must decide, but on thewhole i-am inclined to iavour the last-named
arrangement.
T"he plants requirc plcnty of light and air if they are to 
-fourish, at
the same time thei, are'the 6etter To. a certain amount of shade in the
hottest weather. 'successful plants on headlands where the middle of
the field is a failure is often pointed to as emphasizing the importance
of the soliditv of the seed bed. Without belittling the importance of
soliditv I am inclincd to think that the seeds on the hcadlands often
fourish bcst because the covcr{roP is here the thinnest, rather than
throush anv additional soliditv of the soil.
If'the 6lants are to get p[enty of light and air then the cover-crop
musr not ie too rhick ind'hcavy. I t-must not lodge (rhis rules out
winter oats as a suitable cover-crbp), and for preference it should be so
arransed thar the small seeds are gilerr a good start in order that they
muy "get reasonubly cstablishcd before the cover-croP shades them
excessivclv-
F.,r tliis reason I prcfer a light seeding of barley sown rather late
/rhe middlc of April). followed immediately by the sowirrg of the small
iee<ls. It ."v L" iit"t this will make the harvesting of the barley
difficult, but i regard rhe corn croP as of small imPortance compared
with obtaining a successful plant of permanent grass.
It is rarelT possible to qet a maximum corn crop and a perfect plant
.,f se.ds. Ir'&n be doni if the season is suitable, as in 1929, but
if attemoted in such seasons as Igio (and unfortunately we seem to
h"u" 
-oie of the Iqlo varietv thin tlie r9z9) it means disaster. In
anv case. the s@son 6nnot be-foretold at the time of sowing'
'So-" p"opl. prcfer sowing under winter wheat, and I have used it
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succcssfully myself as a cover-crop. It has the undoubted advantage
ot a hrm and fine seed bed, but by April the wheat is growing fair,
and may shade the land very thor<iughiy before the 
"^"fl i..*"r"*"in Aprii have established themselves.I once saw an old and worn-out field of lucerne used successfullyfor sowing_ perrnanent grass seeds. The land *", 
"., 
,t.*t 
"a. 
lr,
was torn about with cultivators in the late winter, and tir. se"eds wer.drilled.in the spring. The result of the cultivation *"" ;o ,;i;;.;;.
the old lucerne- ley, which served as a very rr.ful .or.._c-J?oi it.young seeds, which 
_planted well. Wherever it is decided tJ sow the
see.d-, and the posstbllrrres are many, one thing is essential_that is. a
uniformly tirm and 6ne seed bed.' It can h"ardly U. ,- n*lr'ik
hrm, and of course the cleaner the better, though'arurual weeds are of
l" :ln:fgu".n... . In fact, if not too numerous 6r too strong, they rn rybe an advanrage tn some seasons where a July sowing or fali"ow ijbeingmade. In such a case the annual weeds-will ,"t . Jr. pt".. of 
" 
tint ,
cover-crop, shading the young plant in rhe evcnt of a diy, hor art,irin,
and altordlng protection in the winter.
Hou to Srut.-l haye no hesitation in alf,rming that in the EastemCounties small seeds are better drilled than bro"ic"sted. ii;;d;";_ing.is admirredly cheaper, and a perfect distributi"n 
."v U 
"[o;.awrth a mrnrmum amounr of labour; if, however, the coirdirion of the
seed bcd is not uniformly perfect, or if a period 
"i ary lo, *oih.. ..,,tn tmm(drately afteJ so-rying, then the loss of a quanrity of expensive
r"",1 T"{, result.. Drilling.is very much safer, and if i propei small
secqs-onu rs used (one wtth coulters lour inchcs apart), and the seeddrvrdrd rrrro two portions, and half is sown each wiy, ihe distribution
wrll be perlectly satlsfactory,
ll/hat to Sou.-So mrci, has been said and written on the subiect
of suirable-grass mixtures that I hesirate to s.y 
"nythins. iil;'r;;perhaps a. fool.may rush in where angels fear ,,j ,*iO. frf,.* i ir""i
a(optcd the to owDg rules I have generally been successful :(r) I)o not use too complicated or elaborati a mixture.(z) If you dceide. thar a particular species is worth irrcludins. sowptentv of.tt. A small quarrtity of a single species is'never
wonh while-
(3) Sow between 3o and.;5 Ib. per acre.(4) Whatever.clse you iow alu,ays include a minimum of r lb. of
wrld whttc clover seed, and let ir be the best certined intlisenous
stock that can be bought. I would sooner,.* i it. ,.1- 
""..ol rhe besr seed_ than r! lb, of some cultivared.,i"i". 'If.on_
dltrons- are perlect there secms little to be gained by sowins
more.rhan r. lb. per acre, otherwise I shorta lugqesr i; ib. --i
have becn told by one tarmer that when he puts land dowi to oer_
manent grass he so*s 4 lb. of wild whire per 
"..e. "nd ,,otlii.,oelst. He assurcs mc that his results arc highly satiifactory. -
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(5) If indigenous varieties are obtainable at reasoruble prices they
are io be preferred to ordinary commercial strains.(6) Do not inclJde cocksfoot unl"si you are prepared to graze the
oasture thoroushlv and carefullv. Cocksfoot is a splendid
iervant but . bId'masre.. In seusont of drought it piovides
keep when other species are dried up ; all stock seem to like it
in iis Ieafy stage, but if kept not grazed down it may spoil a
pasture with iti strong, ran-k, tufty growth. Some indigenous
itrains are much ."ri.iir 
-"rog. ihir the commercial. 
-Their
growth is much more " leaS," ihey are less inclined to become
iufly if undergrazed, and ihe tendency to send up fowering
sho6ts is reduced. If cocksfoot is to be included at all, at least
8 lb. per acre should be sown-(7) \'ou cannot have your cake and eat it. When making up your
mixture take t}e lons view. It is surelv wiser to consider
what the oasture will"be like in three or f6ur vears' time t}an
to think mainly of thc weight of the hay croP t(at may be taken
in the first ycar. For this reason I do not care to include much
red clover.'or anv Italian rvegrass. I cannot say that I havc
found any of th6 strains of iate-fo*ering red clover persist
suficiently to warrant their inclusion. After the first year
go per cent. of the plants seem to die out. Moreover a strong
lroivth of red clover will inhibit the develoPment of the wildihitc clover, and, though it does rtot kill it, ii delays the forma-
tion of a close sward,-which is so much assisted by the rapid
soread of wild white-
Martlring.-On heavier land, with which I hate had most ex-
perience, basic slag is a .rize qua non for pasrurc formation. I have
L"en in ih" habit o"f using 8 cit. p.. 
"crc "f high-gnd" Bcsscmer slag,applied either the previo-us wintei or at the ti;e of sowing the small
sieds. This 
-.y seim a heavy dressing, but the results seem rojg--'tifr it.I have seen astonishing 'results fiom the use of lime-applied just
before sowins the seed oni clav soil which already contained an adc-
quare quantit"y of lime, but am it. loss to explain ihe reason. I hale
never, io far, used it myself, and have never felt the need for it on the
soils with which I have-had to deal.
Manapcmenl of It culv Soun Permane Grav----!To my mind this
is perhapJthe moii impoitat t consideration ofall, and on it depends the
success of the Dasture.
Nothing can comp€nsate for mismanagement in the first fcw years,
however plrfect the mixture chosen ma! be, or however liberil thc
rnanunng.
It is-bv srazins- and prazins onlv. that a sward can be obtained
raoidlv. i d'o not?on ih"t t"iing '"'hry ..op in the 6rst ycar will
^in tire chance of ultimately obtaining a ilose iward, but I am sure 
it
will postpone the objectivtr The aim should bc to kttp the new
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pastu re grazd clorll and aLczll, and never to allow any of the plants
to scnd. up. fowering_ shoots. This can be done only bv'skilful grazing
with mixed stock. Sheep are invaluable as an aid td oa'sture fo#ation.
Some of the best results I have seen have followed tlie close foldins of
ewes and lamh,s on a_new pasture in its first season, instead of mofrngit for. hay, wlich I suppose is the most usual practice. I shouli
not advocate this course in the case of fields sown late in the previous
autumn, where 
_thc clover plants will probably be too small to sLnd the
close grazing of tle sheep.-
. 
At the same time, I have convinced myself that the old teaching
that the grazing of a pasture in the first yeaishould be confned to cattlE
is.erroneous.. If the plants are reasoirably weJl established, as they
will be by the time they have been sown'twelve months, ;hev may
be grazed, and grazed dosely, by sheep wirh advantase. ThiJ close
grazing will qruse the wild ihife to spread as will nithins elsc. andin this way the whole of the ground wiil rapidly become co?ered with
a close and dense sward-
.I-have oudined only a few of the more important considerations,and I am afraid I hai,e not contributed anythinq new or orisinal.At the same time, I am satisfied that if, unde'r Eaiern CountieJcon_
ditions, the work is carried out on tie iines I have suggest"d a good
pasture will result in almost every instance.
MAKING OF NEW PASTURES
Bv C, H. GARDNER
Kitclez E ,tiltoc, Bdt
Ix no way is it intended to pres€nt this paper as containing suoerior
knowledgc of the subjcrct in any way likely ioiupersede gener"T p"Jctic..It rs, but a. ptatn 
.statement ol proccdure that has produced satisfactory
results. with.lan-d of average possibiJity, my soil being a rather sticky
clay, situatcd a few miles north of the Chiltirns.
Just sowing down unwanted arable land is not enoush. Someguiding princifle is nceded as to its subsequent r* rrJ of"El';r"f.r-
cconomy. I- conceive most things in life ind business as workins in
one ol two circles of sequences. In Iaying down land to grass thelrst
requlsrte ls to plan and work within the accommodatinq c-ircle. so that
cach possible sequencc makes possible yet another adiantageous one.Here are factors we need to consider-labour is expensivd. straw is
sczrce, cattle- prices boom in spring and slump in autumn, .tor" andgrowlng czttle are best wintered out. Land ls warmer where com_pre.sed. Clovers subsequently feed grasses, nitrogen is cheap. Jt is
necessary to- grasp the part expected to be played, or a firll itop may
occur at a vital moment and so nullify a good oiiginal intention ' '
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I am not a believer in the orthodox way of sceding land to grass,
having becn convinced by expcricnce that it is expensive and far from
being always reliable. In no way, however, do I wish to impeach
either the ability or integrity of seedsmen. I simply say I have found
a better way than buying a mixture of seeds at a cost of 7os. an acre,
the actual cbst for zz'acies sown down by me in r9r9. It is assumcd
that the land under review is comparable.
This field, and another sown by my predecessor, showed signs of
restricted growth and development from the time the nurse croP was
harvested. The srass plant was too thick and the clover content out
of proportion, wiih the wild white obviously a sickly little plant and
incaoable of anv domination.
i b.ca . oi disappointed that in the spring following I dressed the
whole with superphosphate, and made experiments with }ainit and
sulphate of ammonia, lfhe results were not good except in the case
of sulphate of ammonia, which to my surprise developed the clovers as
well ai the 6ne grasses, and continued to show an advantage for at least
five years from-the one initial dressing, During ten years this field
has been dunged twice, " supered " once, slagged twice (6 cwt. each
time), and all-has received ! cwt. of sulphate of ammonia. Part *as
dre;ied with lime, which had no marked efiect. The conclusions I
came to in regard to this particular seedsman's mixture were (a) that
the wild whitJ was not a persistent or robust strain, or suitable to my
localiw r /l) that + lb. was insulficient to dominate the pasture in its
."r1, it si.ind (rithat far too rnanv varieties of srass seeds were in-
ara'.a, 
"]"i thus'gave little chance ior the wild wlite in the strugglefor existence. li t9z6 I came across a very robust strain of semi-
cultivated wild whiti clover, with exception;l creeping propensities.
I bought a quantity direct from the growers for sowing dolv-n o$-er
fields,-and drjlled r+ lb. per acre upon ihe above-mentioned 6eld. The
year following the- impiovement was very Pronounced The whole
held developeii a nice carpet, which encouraged the carde and sheep to
spend more time upon it.
' Bearins all this in mind, I determined in future to confine new
mixtures oT seeds to ess€ntial varieties only, and to give the new strain
of wild white more chance. The mixturc was mide uP roughly as
follows :
s. d.
Pcrennial Ryegrass, 15 lb. 5 o
Cocksfoot, 7l lb. 5 o
Timothv. r' li. t 6
Wild Whir; Clover, rl to 1 lb. 8 6
A few pounds of Red Clover and Cowgrass I had by me-say 3 o
lCotal cost at market Price 23 o
Timothy was included because I had seed on the farm'
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I believe that it is unwise to mow irr the first ycar a new pasture
intended for pennanent grazing because of (a) the curtailment of the
incentive for reproduction ; (/) the aboence of beneficial trcading, with
its effect upon capillarity, and (r,) the impoverishment of young seeds
at a vital stage.
But I have personalknowledge ofcases where the rnaximum develop-
ment of a pasture has been held up in thc succeeding years until a hay
crop has been cut. On this assumption the addition of big clovers does
not jeopardize the chances of the wild white, but it ensures greater
stock-carrying capacity the first year, particularly in the 6rst autumn
and early spring, and provides a firmer tread for stock, which is essential
for the root development of the grasses. I give the highest possible
place in new-pasture making to consolidation through treading by stock,
particularly sheep, as by this means the soil's warmth is helped during
the cold months, arrd capillariry during the summer months is also bener
served than by the use of the roller when the soil is plasric.
It is obvious that much beneficial splitting of grass roots is efrected,
for, as in an oat crop, the less competition for root-room the healthier
the growth and the more foliage in proportion to stalk of the individual
plant. This to my mind is a point in favour of reasonably thin sowing
and stabilization of individual plants of grasses. In rigard to wild
white clover, no better method could be named than treading for
encouraging the stolons to take roor and so spread at a greater rate. It
may be supposed that treading by stock other than sheip would be too
drastic a treatment for young grass on heavy land; but where any fall
cxists, and if land needs draining, a light moie plough and a tractor can
work wonders in diminishing this risk, and it is surprising where srock-
trcading is persisted in how"firm it becomes evenrually ihen the wild
white mat has formed, and the late arable tilrh has been consolidated
er.enly and from the bottom.
Biaring in mind the elementary character of the seeds mixture
used, and the necessity for strengthening later on, we rely upon inocula-
tion from adjacent old pastures for this. Indeed the'original sparse
seeding is designed to allow room for successful inoculaiion ai the
annual and biennial clover die down- In practice thisworks well, for if
patches [are fould about the third year not strangulated by wild white,
most of the indigenous grasscs can be clearly marked, and are in ample
supply. This system implies a modified form of ranching, whiih,
incidentally, simplifies the question of water-supply. No dirty gateway
or rough hedge not essential for shelter is allowed to rimain. I
estimate that each gateway spoils at least a rood of valuable winter
fced, rhrough over-treading, and that each rough hedge means a warer-
loggcd ditch, and a low temperature for the whole field during the cold
months. W'e therefore uke away the unwanted gates and hedges and
pipe in the ditches, thus releasing more money froir labour, forluying
nitrog,rr, wlrieh givc" a bcttcr ierurn, I would here interpose'rha-t
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more labour tharr has been displaced by my grassland farming,has
becn absorbed by intensifying somc of the arable Portion into market-
gardening. Noi only this, but it enables cattle to cross and recross new
pasture, and as the tendency is for srock to spend more time on sweet
young pasture, old pasture tends to become less coarse, and its super-
iichn""si mou"d through dung to new pasture. I know of nothing
calculated to depress-and irritate a farmer's mentality more than
numbers of urrrn rrt"d dirtv and brokendown satewavs and untidy
hedges. The little shelrer ihese hedges afiord in'wintei is as nothing
to the Dests thev harbour. and the loss ofsun. Cattle in summer are less
tor-e,it"d by fii.s in open fields and sheep need only half the atrention.
All fodderirig is done as much as possible on the new Pasture, to
help consolidition and provide natural seeds if any exist in the hav.(ln theory they should ior, but in practice lhey alw'ays do.) I may 6e
a rebel, but t6e only control of grazing I adopt is to srimulate with
nitrosen when supplies are short. or threaten to become shon. On an
au.r"-g" ubout oni," t,, t"o years tlris is necessary. We used r r tons of
sulphitc of ammonia in Noiember 1929, which lrelped winter and early
sorlrts srowtlt verv considerablv-rate of application, f cwt. per acre.
Mv ,i"it.a is to ilay for safeti the whole tirie, and I iertainly should
noi b. of. in facingithe wintdr without rough keep, and at tlte mercy
of slump stock pri&s in autumn and a boom in spring. Like most
farmers'who carry a big head of stock and sheep on pastures all the
winter, I have never onci in thirty years' farming had any grass lcft in
late March. It is the market valui, and not the food-unit value only,
that counts in tie balance sheet. It is to be noted that we never seek
to cstablish a new Dasture as a self-contained field.
I Inder our .*r"- th. robust semi-cultivated wild white is the
startine-point of'accommodating factors. ln both theory and practice
this oriv'ides an abundance of kkp for the first few critical yeirs, and
enabies rhe Iand to be trodden well with stock; it also provides a
drought-resisting mat, and fertility for the grasses subsequently. As-
sumiig the semi-cultivated wild #hite does die out in a few years (and
I do n"ot concede this point), its place is certainly taken by the indigenous
varieties-for I beliive ihere'are more tha; one diitributed in the
dune of stock. Darticularlv horses. For this and other reasons rr/e
neu& disturb by'harrowin( any droppings on a new pastirre' but allow
thc seedtings t6 root. I n-deed harroiing and rolling is but a sign- of
ill managerient, for a better retum can alrvays be obtained by spending
moncy, iot upon mechanical equipment and effort, but upon nitro-gen,
"nd siock can do much better-all 
that is necessary. At this point I
would interpose that we adopt one of two methds for dealing with
roush Datch;s of grass-either mow and store for winter use, or give a
libe-ral dressins ofiung-----and I incline to the latter method as the best.
Dunq soon co'nverts hird unpalatable grass into succulent and sought-
aftei food. I t should also bc noted that apart from an initial dressing
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of, say, 6- cwt. of sla-g beforc. or duriug the first wintcr, and possibly
I cwt. of sulphate of ammonia the spring following, we do not force
the pace of growth. Even dung givis Jbetter reirrn if applied cir-
cuitously through the old pastuie." In grass management ;e aim at
a condition that no water is allowed to stagnate; thit further addition
of slag no longer gives any appreciable relulr, and that some growth
can alwavs be expccted whin the thermometer is above freezinp:IDoint.
A point of interest worth mentioning is whether it is wise to siw foulland. I give my experience in the dse of two fields, each of r5 acres.
Half-of one field was foul, but in really good heart. All *zl sown
together, and after the 6rsr year the clean pirtion showed no superiority
ove. the foul. This I attribute mainlv to the fi rmness in treah. which
helped the wild white and stultified thc couch and other weeds. (In a
sclfi-<ontained field 
. 
this- advantage woul,.l not obtain, as the numbiring
head 
-of-stock would be limited.)- The othcr field was all in poor hearr,half beirrg clean and the other half foul. The foul portion is still
considerably inferior (6ve ycars later) to the clean poition. althoueh
dung has bcen applied sinci, and nLnL to the clean lialf. I rherefo're
conclude thar foulness is no bar if, at rhe time of sowing. available
fertility is present, and if stock from adiacent old pastures lie allowed
to spend the time they are wont to do uion it. I would so further.and
say thar rlo amount of plant food added ifter thc first vcaimruls 
" 
sood
start before the first winter. If, however, I werc fated wiih a siriila.
problem, I should hesirate to spend, say, f1 per acre in cleanins
when cheap nitrogen is available. I'ttirit f'"ii.'il.e 
"ir..a;r" ii"r?'say.8 cwt. per acri, and sulphate of ammoni" i^ U,h'.rir^. 
"r,'a 
l".ly
spring, would overcome the difficulty ofa qood start. I now sive some
of my expcrience of lime upon grais. Iiso happens thar m"y farm is
suficiently near to a newly ope"ned lime hill ti'allow mc inlimited
supplres at a cheap rate, and two years ago I dressed r5o acres with
about 3 tons or more to the acre. The effect was not so striking on
my clay during the drought of rg29 that followed as it wzs ii- an
impressive.case at Woburn in the drought of r 895 (with a more sandy
soil), but it was quite obvious it help,-ed to pres-er,re growth. I an,
aware that the theorF is that lime acis mainiy, if not'exclusively, by
chemical action, but ever since the Woburn eiperiment I har".fw"u.
contended lime also acts as a capillary or ab,soibing asent. I mav 6c
wrong, but I think it a point worth considering.
Lest anyone should havc the idea that my'grass is of a roush non-
nutritious charactcr, this idea can soon be di'spillcd by mv stati"ns that
a herd of cows I kept on behalf of a rclative has eainei the hLhest
place this year in milk recording for the countv of Bc&ordshire. fhes.
cows graze pasture every day through the winter, and their condition
ls second to none in the whole of the country. Further. bv winterinq
out I am able to market many fat beasts in th'e early sr-;.'.. ;"; i ;;
still sclling to lrrcal butcherrcatrlc off the grass, ieceiving."t.. My
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ewes, which have had access since harvest to fifty acres of new-sown
grass, together with old pasture, are really too fat for successful lambing,
with no additional food.
Needless to say, anyone wishing to inspect my gnss will be welcome
to do so. In conclusion, I would urge a more liberal use of current
possibilities as rhey come along. A few years ago it was good slag.
To-day it is cheap nitrogen. To-morrow it will-we hope-be
something else to continue ihe accommodating circle. Extension and
stimulatio"n of wild white clover, whilst beinf good for the individual
farmer, carries also an advantage to the nation's real wealth, in that
huge stores ofnitrogen are assured ready for use in more normal times,
or in a national emergency. We do not realize sufficiently that under
all old rich pasture ti'ere'exists more latent than potent fenility. It
should be our business, and profit, to cash more of this annually with-
out diminishing the.ou.ce. 'Grar. thut grows in winter *r, loJk a 
"ritself in summer.
THE MAKING OF NEW GRASSLAND
Bv Caprerx ARTHUR R. McDOUGAL
B/!rle, Lader
lr.r rgor I took over the tenancy of my prcsent farm from my father's
trustecs. It consistetl of about rooo acrrs of high, poor arable land,
along with a big area of moorland grazings. The arable land had all
been reclaimed, out of heather, bog, birch, scrub and bracken, by my
father, from r 852 onwards. He had a twenty-six years' lease, andunder
its securitv he reclaimed this rooo acres and made it arable land, and
built a steading, and ten cottages, etc., all as a tenant. This was typical
of hundreds of others-our forefathers-whose optimism, fanned by
high grain prices, led them to drive the plough in Lammermuir higher
than anrvhere else in the country, right up to the r2oo foot mark in
the case of mv father-
It was cr6pped on the five-shift rotation for one or two rotations i
then as prices fell, and the virgin turf which was its only wealth was
exhausted, it was sown out with the old-fashioned ryegrass mixture and
left. lfhe lower areas were retained under regular crop, but the higher
and poorer areas were left to reyert slowly to Agrostis and Bent. The
problem is to reconyert this into good modern pasture. It had all been
drained, and had got about 5 to 6 tons ofshell lime per acre. It all lay
at an elevation of from 7oo feet to r2oo feet. The soil varies from
sharp slaty land to stiff blue clay, with peat on top, and it is all very
stony.
At the time f took it over we had twelve work horses, and sold
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some grain annually. So my position in rgor was that I was faced with
this rooo acres of so-called arable land, with z4o acres ofoats, r20 acres
of rumips, and approximately 64o acres of inferior temporary pasrure,
which had been of course sown out in the fashion of those days, with a
bushel of perennial ryegrass, half-a-bushel of Italian and a few clovers
-English red, white and alsike. It kept r| twins per acre as Iounggrass, barely one twin per acre at second year's grass, and after that about
one single per acre was its limit. These figures refer to half-bred ewes
and lambs. After mid-June there was no bottom in tie pasture and
little but a forest of ryegrass windlestraes. My problem was to
produce the maximum number of lambs for sale of as good quality as
possible, and clearly the outpur could be greatly increased if I could
only. improve the pasturc. It is to be clearly undersrood that my
opinions and experience are dciinitely Iimited ro-rhis high Lammermuir
land. I am too well aware of the great diIlerences in land, climate
and methods of stocking and t)?es of pasture desired to say this or
that is the best grass or mixture for everyonc. Every farmer ought to
carry out simple experiments on his ou.n farm to 6nd out whai suits
him. A simple experiment is described later, which I sowed for many
years, in almost every 6eld.
I attacked the problem on three main lines, experimenta)ly:(a) By top-dressing some of tie worst deteriorated pastures with
manures and lime.
(D) By special stocking with carrle lo eradicare or check Agrostis,
and mowing rough bits in rhe better pasrures.(r) By plowing out the bad fields, and by lessening the ryegrass in
the mixtures and increasing the natural grasses.
_ 
After thirty years' experiments I have nevei seen any advantage
from top-dressing pastures on my farm with phosphates and potash, aid
my experience in this respecr is fairly general all through Lammermuir.
_ 
Ttre results from liming wer-e more encouraging, and several times
I could see very distinct results from it.
On the whole, results from top-dressing have been so disappointing
that I have given up the idea of improving]asture in rt ii *rvl ' I fr"rE
comc to the conclusion that, in my experience, on the particular ]and I
havc to deal with,.heavy doses o? ph-osphate and lime on the turnip
crop are very beneficial to the following pasture.
. 
A.typical mixture for my turnip crop is either r ton 34 per cent.
slag plus r cwt. nrtrate of soda, or 8 io ro cwt. 65 per cent. mineral
phosphate plus 4 cwr- superphosphate plus r cwt. sulphatc o[ammonia.
This. ensu.res as good a turnip crop as may be, and leaves plenty over
for the following grass.
- 
A neighbour top-dresses his seeds with slag after the corn is led. I
have not tried this, and.it is possible that top-dressing then may be more
effective than on an older pasturc.
Most of my expcriments with top-dressing pasture have been done
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on old deteriorated pastures and were moctly failures. 
- 
I 
-am inclined
to think that perhaps when one has a good pasture it could be kept good
for an indefinite, oi at any rate a much longer, time by top-dressing with
ohosohates. etc.
' Ao*.u"r, I am in favour of getting the Pasture first by resowing
and utilizing the old turf as manure, and then, if desired, top-dressing
mav be effitive in some cases. I have tried manuring with nitro-
chJk and sulphate ofammonia for an early bite, but it too was a failure.
As the oid temporary pastures got older they were overrun with
Asrostis. and I found thit lack of lime favoured the Agrostis, and that
liriinq in suficient quantitv will overcome it. Nothing is any use
unless"the ground is sufficienily drained. Agrostis will appear on poorly
drained land within two years ofsowing down.
As resards (D) I fouird that bv heavv stocking with Galloways or
Wcst His"hland Uttle iust before the Agrostis came away in summer, and
bv winteiing these on the bad fields, we very grcatly diminished the
igrostis an-d encouraged the white clover, etc., and improved the
Drsture.
' I have found that the cutting with the reaper of a grazing that had
eot too rough in June or July alwals made a great and lasting improve-
ite,,t, and one could see the Places that had bc'en cut for two or three
ysars after. They were bettir grazed and the wild white clover had
increased sreatlv in thcm.
Mu ci".ie,ic. with this has mo6tly been with bettcr Pasturcs, and
.,ot o,1 thi most inferior. Thc only'drawback to it is that the job
should be done when one is fully cmployed with hay, turnip, singling
and clippins. so that it is very difficult to get it done. I have not tried
surfrce iult"iration .s my land is so stony, and thc turfmat is not thick.(tl lmbr@cd Sceds ll4irturct--ln r9r 9 I obtained a very long lease
and'i o'"'nt right ahead ploughing out all the worst pastures, manuring
the turnip plo'ts heavily witi phosphates, liming where necessary and
sowing oi,t'*ith the b6st possille mixnrres thaf my expcriments r had
sussested to me.*About 
rqz? I reduced my horse strength to eight work horses,
croooins 6o icfts turnip6, 80 to I20 acres oati, and the rcst (84o acres) in
orsir.ir"i,f ,"riors uges. I had expected to employ fewcr men, but I saw
ihat in order to benefit properly from the changed rotation rnany im-
orovements were necessaiy. I have been steadily executing improle-
incnts si,rce the war, such'as roads, drains, water-supply, sheds, dipper,
alterations to steadinq, liming, etc., so that I am still employing as
manv men as I did whin I had-twelve horses-tiat is, I have put off two
*i"J. tu, 
"- 
employing two cxtra men who keeP the work alwap well
horwird. and whin inislack occurs we get on with improvements.
Mv present position now is that I have ploughed up and resown as
-uch'oithe land over looo feet as I thought could be profitably done,I S.ott t Toffnal oJ- .48ric turc, JaDrtzry I9r9 ard APril 1925'
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and have handed about, 4oo 
.acres. of it over to the Blackface shcephrrsel, whose numbers have been increased, and I still keep the samc
number ofhalf-bred ewes on tle land under rooo f..t ttr, f aid *i"n
they had,the extra 4OO acres. They have about 44O acres temporarypasture plu-s 2oo acres perrnanent paiture. I l.t .y t".por"rv J"rirr.
lre alwa).s four years, and as much longer as possible, and I' regr6t 'havitrg
lo- Plough up good pasture at 6ye or six yeirs old. It may"lie ten tohfteen years b_efore reploughing. To avoid this, and to'reduce thegrarn crop as far as possible, I take turnips olf lea where the land is
sharp an_d_- light, making the rotation-tuinips, oats, turnips, oats and
seeds. Where the land-is stifi, and turnips o^ff 
-1., 
;.p*";61.. i i"*._
l-ol* Ff" rape off the lea, sowing 6 Ib. plus ro lb-'Italian ryegrass,tollowtng wrth turnip,s, oats and seeds. In othrr cases I take"oars,
tumrp6, oats, turntps, oats and Seeds.
-, 
I.find.that the,heavy manuring (quire double my pre-war srandard)plus the lmle, and the excellent pasture we have, hai resulted in rhi
rather astonishing fact_that, I estimate, I am growing almost as big .
tonnage ofturnips-on the 6o acresncw as I did"cn rhE rco ,o ,ro 
"[.",!efo5, and my yield of oats per acre has increased by 
"t f.""i "r.-quarter Per acre.
. 
-fhis result is also partly attriburable to my working a smaller break
wrth the same stalt, so that we are always in rime an? on top of the
work. As an instance of the adr.antage 6f renovated p.rtu.. th'. .".. of
a sixtJ-acre field at rooo feet that I'handed ou., ,o ih. nt"Jl"..l; 
.rts thlrd year ls rnteresting. They got it in late surmer and a bis lot
were tu-pp{ on rt and another 6eld. The result was rhat we hadr oo
latrs ot twtns more next-year on that hirsel than we ever had before,lne extra tambs alone lor that year would go far to pay for cost of
serd
^ 
Last-year. I ploughed out a tield at rooo feet which had Iain since
rU33. I had turves analped, and it consisted of gg per cent. Asrostis
and was almost worthless. It kept z ewes or hoplgs pe, 
".re. i h"regiven it z| tons Billingham lime per acre, ,rd so"w""j it wirh ,rpe 
-d
-ttalran ryegrass Iast year. We hid an enormous crop, and it is ncwploughed for turnip,s this.year. We have drained pand of it and I am
connoenr tnat rn a coupie oi years_ o-r so it will be beautiful pasture,
2ltytng?L twrns_per acre and good for ten years in diminishini ratio.I hrs old land is aboolutely clean, and grows inormors rurnip cr&s. and
as long as one rests rt long enough it will do so. Its wealrh lies'in the
old- ronrng turl, and it should be sown down to lie and repain a turfbefore it is ploughed up again. I expect . 
-"r.ri-p ir." *."f,
:Tl.l-:L Tr".in,"- Ioung grass wonl-{a or d5 per ".ri, di-inishinggracuaily.lo, say,2Os. rn- ten years. 
_We graze our young grass always,and take hay off our.older fields. The y-oung gr"rj i. *"oih f", 
-,ir"tor graztng than tor hay.I also have drained, limed and reclaimcd a small 6eld which was
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simply a uselcss water-logged bog. This I sowed out in r9zo, and it
carried last year over 2 twins per acre. I consider it has repaid me
handsomelv.
The nirrety-three-year-old field above will co,st over d8 per acre
for seeds, lime and manure alone, but the crop6 during the rotation
mostly pay their way, and the better grass after is real profit. This
gives some idea of the cost and value of good pasture.
As regards seeds to sow. A very great deal depends on strain,
and it is encouraging to see seedsmen devoting attention to tlnt now.
I neyer care to sow less than about 2o,ooo,ooo seeds per acre, and am
inclined to think that the mixtures advocated by colleges, etc., are too
thin. Of course on'good land it is all right, but on poor, rough, high
land the survival ratio is sometimes very low. My mixture depends
on comparative prices, but the main idea ofit is:(r) Cut down dre ryegrass, as its only merit is that it is sure to
grow, but pretty useless as pasture plants.
(z) Cotksfoot is the staple grass ofthe mixture.
(3) Late-flowering red clover is ahnolutely the most imponant
plant for the first two years.
(4) Wild white clover is the backbone of the pasture in its later
years,
Ordiniry red clover is absolutely worthless in Lammermuir, and
it was very'difrcult, in fact impossible, a few years ago to be sure of
gefting thi real late red. However, it is now posible to get it; but
ine m"ust be careful. Certified Montgomery and Comish Marl are all
right, and if one knows a grower one can get it privately from other
cnunties. Mine comes from Essex and is true to strain. It was not
till r9r3 that I fully proved to mpelf the great virtues of late red
clover.
Wild white is so well known that no remark is necessary. Person-
ally, I consider late red a better plant in every way, and if we could
oniy get it perennial we would be in luck indeed.
The real New Zealand white is a bigger and better plant than the
Kent. I have a nine-year-old field sown *,ith New Zealand ordinary
white which has been, and is, as good a white clover field as ever f
had. In rgzr it was called New Zealand ordinary, and I daresay it
was wild white I got. Now it is mostly catled wild white, and some
of t}at is very ordinary. The right strain has done well here.
Cocksfooi is the best grass we have, and is the backbone of the
mixture here, I sow about r5 lb,, and have sown uP to 25 lb. It is
very palatable to shtep.
Cocksfoot and tall fescue are the best weed-suppressors I know.
In the pure plots, of all ages, the tall fescue plot is the one which
never hts a weed in it; no Holcus, Agrostis, or other vile grass dare
grow there.
The palatability of late fescue is in doubt, but I think this is due
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to its earliness, It comes away 6rst after cutting and is too old by the
time the field is stocked. If stocked early, sheep eat it all right, but if
the pure plots were stocked late the tall fescue was never touched.
Last year I sowed a field with 15 lb. tall fescue and r5 lh. cocks-
foot, amongst others, with a view to letting it lie six or seven years, and
suppressing rhe couch-grass which is in the 6eld. In a trial or a par-
ticularly bid piece of sticky blue clay tall ferue was the best survivor,
followcd by timothy, cocksfoot and wild red clover. Tall fescue was
far the best, and stood out strongll at seven years old when the field
was ploughed.
Among the less well-known grasses meadow-foxtail is the best-
in fact it is one of our best grasses, but the only seed one can buy is
Finnish foxtail, and it is a useless weed. I saved a Iot of hand-gathered
indigenous foxtail from the roadside one year, and sowed it out in pure
strip against Finnish foxtail and other gra'ses. It was a beautiful
strip, whilst the Finnish one was very bad. It is much to be desired
that our seedsmen should take up indigenous foxmil. A stock of my
foxtail is at the Scotch Plant-breeding Station now.
As regards the merits of Danish, Swedish and New Zealand cocks-
foot, my experience in practice is that the Swedish and New Zealand
are not worth the extra price. I have sown them in strips, and whilst
they were certainly different plants I could not say that one was better
than the other. The Danish is the earlier, and that is an advantage, as
we q/ant earlier grass. I think that the Danish plant has deteriorated
since r9r4, and is now seedier and less leafu. The liability of strains
of cocksfoot to winterburn here is that Danish is worst, Swcdish fair
and New Zealand very good, and not liable to burn badly.
As regard crested dog's-tail, it is a poor alfair, but better than
Agrostis, and I find that on poor land the crested dog's-tail appears to
be able to squeeze out the Agrostis, so it has a use on Agrostis
land.
I habitually sow yarrow, and am convinced it is a useful plant,
though I note that it is classed in the Ministry's ]ournal as a weed.
Perennial ryegrass is in ma:ry respects a useless weed here. Its
merit is that ir will grow the first year, so I sow it solely to act as an
insurance against the failure of better natural grasses. I have sown
stripe of the indigenous ryegrass experimentally, but as far as I oherved
it was no better pasture than the ordinary, although it was latcr and a
diflerent plant. Ryegrass is disliked by sheep.
The indigenous ryegrass I tried out was, I thirrk, seed saved
from the cleaning of wild white cloyer. It lay for iive years before
ploughing up, and was carefully observed all the time, along with two
ordinary commercial ryegrass strips alongside. The stripe were
grazed with sheep mostly. Wherever perennial ryegrass is mentioned
I mean the commercial strain, unless otherwise stared.
Poa trivialis grows yery badly alone, but in mixture it is a vcry
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good grass, and grows well and strongly, though a small producer' It is
a good bottom grass.
-'ii.rr.td thai meadow-fescue was the best bottom grass and could
hv itself. oure. make a bottom. When price is reasonable I sow I o lb'
.,'". ,.r" Lt so. It thrives well here at Iooo feet. The outstanding
ihinpp I considered in my thirty years' investigations were:
r. I dentification of grasses-
z. PalatibilitY of grasses.
l. ProductivitY of grasses.
f,. Lorgevity ind h-ardihood of grasses.
5, Earliness of grasses.
6. Bottoming qualities.
There is one simp)e experiment, fully describcd in my anicle in
the Scatriri Tounol oi ,4riiulture for April r 925, which every larmer
wishins mor; informitio-n should make in every field' It is simply to
..'* stiios of oure srasses about 6ve yards wide and twenty yards long
into th.field ind tJ sot" pure clover srripo across these' Fence^off one
half of the grasses and leive the other halffor grazing ;. or, Prjferably,
irolicate tfi" plots and graze one and fence the other' This ex-
""il-"* *ltt'eiu. on"" infot-rtion as to all the 
points named
If.r.. Ur, .t. ;ust remember that many grasses, and Poa trivialis in
oarticular. thrive better in mixture than by themselves'
' Th. e",,.r"| result of the temporary pastures I have made here-
,bout 8o"o acres in all-is rhat I have increased my sheep output grcatlv'
and increased rhe vield of other croPs Per acre'
I consume all hv own qrain at home, and buy an)4hing uP to go
tons of cake 
"nd f""ding-st 
"fis per annum as well'* 
I t 
^u. 
looked on ca"ttl" us a .recessury evil to graze rough fields and
to break down one's straw, and have not bothered to keep more than
co',ld easilv be handled.
I have'looked on labour in the light that the more labour one em-
ployed the more one prospered, an-d similarly with manures, drains
and imorovements.
----I" [.i"f. m, exoerience has b€en that the best, cheapest in t]re long
.r.r- 
"rrd ,n*i effictive way to improve Poor arable 
land pastures
is ro oloush them out, treaf them well during the rotation, and sow
down'witli good seeds, avoiding ryegrass. It also is a sound paytng
position.
IHerewith
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Herewith are some mixtures I have been sowing, amongst others :
Mitcturcs in ll-
Perennial Ryegrass, Ayr
Italian Ryegrass, French
Cocksfoot, Danish
Tall Fescue, Dutch
Meadow-Fescue, American
Timothy, American
Poa trivialis, Danish
Crested Dog's-tail, Irish
Yarrow, Dutch
Late Red Clover, Essex
Late Red Clover, Montgomery
Alsike, Canadian . . :
White_Clover, New Zaland (ordinary)
Wild White, Essex
Sweet Vernal, Dutch
Poa pratensis, American
+
2
3
2
I
Dc
88
r5
t5
6
r5
6
6
3
+5
r ..
II1r
tt
-1 L
.. I
3
r5
IO
6
t4
.1
a
1E
5
s5? 50 +e2
On the better 6elds at lower elevations these temporary Dastures
stabilize into good permanent pasture at about five or sii veuis ild. 
".,dcontinue without deterioration inde6nitely, according [o treatment.
Laying down tumips on them in winter and box-feedin"g sheep on them
help', and manuring and haying also keeps them good] I fiaved on.
field continuously for ten years, and its botanical composirioi variedlinle from its original. It was manured every year, th. fi"Id, or".
rooo fe€t are thinner and.poorer and more acid, ind deteriorare steadily
up to about ten years, when they stabilize for a lons time at a level
considerably above the original. Whether regular inanurine would
prevent this deterioration I do not know. I think the limitin; factors
a re ( r ) the continual sheep-grazing, (z) thinness of the soil and 7 t ) wan t
of lime. However, the winter grazing with sheeo is hard on ciksfoot(and better grasses), and I find plenty of cocksfolt plants eaten our ro
the heart, and some pulled righr up bi, the Blackface'sheeo in winter-
On the lower 6elds under-r ooo feet, and stocked by half-bred sheep,(he grass gets a rest for rhree monrhs every sprins, wliich helDs sreatl;
The sheef is a highly selective grazer, ,Jt ilt, ;r'!"a a.;;;',;r?.;:- 'i
have failed to g(r good pasrure t; remain more rhan a veai or two orr
muirband, with peat over it, or on clay with peat over ii. The failure
is, I thinl, due to thrce causes in vaiying degree-viz.
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i'r ) Deficiencv in lime. The requirement on one peat experiment
*ns 6 ions shell lime on land that had received 6 tons sixty
years ago ;
1z) Bid aeraiion of subsoil ;
iqj Wut"r-l"gging, owing to impervious pan of muirband clay'
These ilwavs reverted to Agrostis'
I have found barlev the best nursi crop, strong-st ra\4'ed Tanarian
tvDe oats next, but rape a bad nurse crop. With all the care in the
#iaa ,1. fate of the pasture depends a great deai on the weather for
eisht weeks after sowing. There are vintage years ior Pastures as
*Ell .s *ine, and one his had disappointing takes due solely to bad
after-sowins weather.
'f,rrnins" now to the system of management. The whole of the
crltivationi"s primarily topioducewinter kiep for the sheeP stock' The
qrrss is grazed from lambing time onwards till spaneing time, and the
.'ri. of iir" ewes and lambs.- The twins all get extra box-feed, being
mosdv run off their mothers for it. The young grass, if the late red
ii eoJa,.r" keep z! twins per acre, and rhe older grasses in diminish-
i,,n' ,u,io. The laie red is very good mostly for two years, and
thZreafter a sporadic sprinkling oI plants remains, and the wild white
rrkes its place. On ttie bettci land the cocksfoot persists indefinitcly,
but on the worse land ir disappears considerably.
The problem one has is-ihat the best grazing fields are the best
croppers atso, and yet one- wishes.to Plough up the bad grass to renotate
it. One has tocompromlse ln thls, tor one cannot get, by any economlc
nrocess. reallv qood p"tmun"rrt pasture on the Poorer Jand, but by
iiftine ,t lonlit:h intervals one does get a vastly better Pasture that
prvr its *"y. - However, I have given up one held as hopeless-a blue
itilkv clav with little soil at al[.
- i" hl as I can form an opinion' the ProPer course for the future
is for farmers on the poorer land to improve their pastures' 
-There 
are
olentv of reasons foi pasture, but none for bad pasture' The b tter-
iu,rd'fu.-".. should ciunge part of their grain crop to silage and go
in for intensive stock arable farming.
We are yearly adding gready to our technical knowledge, thanks
to Professor Stapledon and others.
lrr rnrwer to the querv as to what is rhe line o[ research mo"t likell to
be beneficial I would wirliout reservation say that it is that of dez'eloping
our aon indigenous lratses-
I 
^m 
coivinceJ that in the wild strains of the natural grasses wc
hzve far better Dasture plants than we can at present buy from thc
"".arrn.n. The' timothy varieties isolated 
at lhe Scolch Plant-
breedins Sration are extraordinary examples ofwhat I mean'
lf tf,e farmer who is willing to Pay the extra cost, as many are,
could buv definite strains of natiral giui.et, us one buys dilferent kinds
of o.ts, itc., and'be sure of their genuineness, it would mark a grcat
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sJep towards better pastures on our inferior lands. Timothv. cocks_
toot, lortail, ryegrass, permanent lare red clover, etc.. 
"r"'.il t-..that exist wild, and are better grazing plants than ihe cultivated Jr.i.r.
L)n€. gers_-permanent red amongst the late red. personally, if I had
a dner chmate, I would grow much of my own seed, brit our high
rarnfall makes it very dilEcult.
I h_ave twice saved my own cocksfoot seed, and have now a seven-year-old pasture sown wirh home-saved cocksfoot which is verv sood.The seed was from a field sown in r9r4 with New Zeulund cJks'foor,
and-the present cocksfoot in it is very permanent-looking, and is a niccl-eafi t1pe. I have more hope of lood results from,'.t..tJ 
"ioiruir.om old pastures than from anificiilly cross_bred plants. Of couruedifferent districts would require differe'nt strains, 
"nil I i-.ein. th"r'u"y:I-tlTIr oI a grass would be required as there are straiis of sheep,
to sult drlterent log ttles-
, 
Here then. is a very wide field for research. A good deal has beenqone already by enterpnstng seedsmen and farmers, and bv Research
Statrons, such 
-as Aberystwyth and the Scotch Station.' professorStaptcdon s work seems to run on very useful and practical lines. We
are fomrnate in having many public-spiritea 
"na 
.,lt".piiiine-r."ar...,
who are dorng good work in producing and marketing selectd strainr,
and who can be relied on not ro ruin i good plant, as"has been done inthe past. Much has been done, but Ii, 
-o're,"-";r, a a-".-., if,.
selectron ot tndrgenous strains is still in its infancv.
When one compares the pastu res of twenty y;ars ago with now otr.
sees a-great advance, The good land ,""-r '"b'out 
", 
"eood 
,, on" a.r,hope for,.and it is in plants suirable for inferior land th"at the room for
research Iies.
.Manurial.and cultivation matters- seem to be about fully elucidated,
and rhc.remaining weak link is the plant itself, and ii, ,ri"iif iffii'*.drfterent areas and joh.
LEAFY INDIGENOUS STRAINS OF
GRASSES
Bv M. JONES
I a perial C lenical Itdtxriet
Tnr rreed of securing high production from grassland over a number
ol years rs bound up with rie nutritive valuiof the produce and thcpenistency_ of the plants. The recent work ." ,t. 
"'",lii* ".ii. .rleat and ot stem rn plants has shown that leaf is far richer than stem inthe_useful constituents. It tlerefore behoyes u, ,o .o".ru.i f."n-".., 
""well as persistency in our pasture pt-tr, tui fuiiliv-;; ,;;'i;c;,
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(lealiness and pcrsistcncy) go together in this case, and, what is still
further luck, the plants which have tiesc two useful characteristics are
the ones that will give the maximum vield of producc ovcr a number
of years, provided the raw materials by way of plant food are supplied
to them in the soil.
The'use of the proper strains of thc grasses and clovers therefore
is essential before any success can be expected from seeding down
grassland.
During recent years great strides have been made by the plant
breeders in the breeding and selecting ofmore suitable strains ofherbage
plants, and in the near future the farmer may refer to breeds in his seedsjust as he does now to breeds in his live stock.
The making of a pasture does not end, however, with the selection
of the seeds mixture, as the proponion and production of any com-
ponent of the seeds mixture is dependent on the tr€atment meted out
to it during the following years. For instance, I have seen a fie]d
so\.D out uniformly with the same mixture give on one part a sward
with 9o per cent. grass at the end of the second year, whilst the othcr
part gave a sward nearly 90 per cent. clover at the same time, and this
wasall due to the different managernent. Similarly, the proportion of
the various strains ofgrasses is governed by the management, and a very
important factor that the farmer has to contend with is that the morc
persistent the species or strain the slower it is in establishing itself,
and also in attaining to maximum production.
In ordcr to make a permanent pasture, therefore, the production
during the lirst year should be placed as a secondary consideration to
persistency. When this point was first realized a general advice givcn
to farmers was to leave out altogether the quickdeveloping plants, as
they were found to compete with the slowieveloping plants for the
available plant food. This competition not only retarded the full
establishmcnt of the more permanent plants, but usually ruined thcir
chances of suryiyal. However, an appreciable loss of winter and early
spring keep was sustained during the first two years by not sowing thc
quick-maturing species. It has now been found that this winter and
spring keep need not be sacrificed, as the competitive effect of thc
quick-maruring grasses can be eliminated by combining the use of two
controlling facton-viz,(a) Grazing tle sward at regular intervals, so as to prevent the
rapid-developing plants from attaining their full size, and(/) Supplying the plant population with a su(ficiency of food to
supply rhe needs of the biggest plants as well as the srullest.
It has been found that the size of the roots of a plant during its
yegetative development is closely correlated with the siz,e attained by
thi aerial part. Therefore by preventing the aerial part from attain-
ing its full size the shading clfect above ground is done away with, and
also the root system is prevented from getting unduly large, so as to be
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able to ahnorb an undue proportion of the plant food available in the
soil. This controlling, in practice, resolves itself to grazing the young
sward lightly at intervals of about a month. Where the seeds are sown
under a nurse crop the 6rst grazing should be taken as soon as the corn
is clcared, but where the seeds mixture has been sown without a cover-
crop the first grazing should be done from ten to twelye weeks after
sowln8.
An important point to remember in the establishment of permanent
pastures is that we are dealing not with annual plants but with per-
cnnials, and we wish to encourage those perennials that grow for eight
ro nine months of the year rather than those which grow for four
months only. This necessitates supplementing the natural supplies of
plant food in the soil towards both ends of the growing period in respect
of the nitrogenous constiruentsj.r. supplying a spring dressing and an
autumn dre'sing in a readily available form.
As the animals prefer a mixture of grasses and clovers to grasses
alone, an attempt should be made to establish and retain a proper balance
of clovers to grasses in new grassland. For the first year it is com-
paratively easy to have a high clover content, as red clover, which is
a short-lived plant, can hold its own against the grasses. From the
third year onwards, however, we have to rely on the white clover for
keepirig up the leguminous population of a sward. The whitc clovers,
it is true, vary within wide limits in regard to type, and even persistency,
but as a class their general characteristics may be summed tp by saying
that they are very persistent but have a prostrate habit of growth, and
are coinparatively late in commencing active growth.
Thcse two features-late and prostrate---put the white clover at a
disadvantage in the competition with the grasses, and paticularly so if
the mrnurial ingredient phosphate, to which it so readily responds, is
available only to a very limited exrent- There are indications that
though phosphates in a comparatively insoluble form, such as basic slag,
may be applied in heavy doses during the " dead " period (December
and January), the application of a readily soluble form, during May and
Junc-the time when clover grows actively----still gives the clover a
marked stimulus, and this stimulus will be refected in the composition
of the pasture in subsequent years.
Indeed, so pronounced are the effects of management of grazing,
together with time and nature of manuring, during the establishment of
a new pasture, that the character of the sward in five years' timc has
bccrr made or marred, cven though the right seeds mixture has becn
sclccted, and those seeds sown at the optimum rate ofseeding.
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THE DISCUSSION
Pnorrsson Excrtoow (Cambridge) opened the discussion by summing
up the points on which firnher information from practical men was
necessary- Most speakers had agreed on tle necessity for a 6rm seed
bed, the management of the nurse crop, and the time ofsowing; whereas
on the question as to whether the seed bed must be clear or whether it
was possible to succeed on foul land there was some difference of opinion-
It was imponant that this matter should be cleared up. The place of
cocksfoot in grassland husbandry was another disputed point. Dealing
with the question of indigenous strains, Professor Engledow said that
the collection of tle experience of farmers who had grown both types
ofseed side by side would be very useful.
Mr Cr,avroN urged farmers to consider the composition of their
seed mixtures in relation to their productivity over a period of years
rather than to order, as frequently happened, the cheapest mixture
which the seedsman could provide. He feared that their seedings as
advocated by some speakers might lead to the new pasturcs bein€(
colonized by weeds instead of by desirable indigenous grasses and
clovers.
Mr Hawrrxs (East Anglian Institute of AgriculturQ, discussing
the cocksfoot question, stated that one of his fields which was full of
clumps of cocksfoot was examined by three different oheervers. One
said that too much cocksfoot had been som, another too little, and the
third that tle wrong strain of cocksfoot had been used. In view of
the great difference which exists between strains of this grass the last
opinion was the most likely.
Mr H. B. Tumrn (Essex) said that he had been more successful
with his grassland since adopting the indigenous strains. For grazing
he advocated leafy types of cocksfoot and ryegrass and good strains of
late-fowering red clover, the latter being essential for tie first year.
He regarded crested dog's-tail as an insurance against drought in his
part of Essex, where it provided excellent grazing for sheep. Laying
the land in ridges, and where nrcessary drawing a mole drain down the
furrow, was a cheap method of drainage.
Sir Rortnr Gnrrc urged the necessity of further work to exPlain
the diversity of opinion- which existed- on certain points. When
this had bien doni we could expect great improvements in grass
husbandry. He drew attention to the great incrcase in productivity
obtainable by good after-management, and illustrated this by results
obtained on'certain of Mr Cruickshank's 6elds. He supponed
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Mr Cruickshank's opinion that cutting for hay in the first two years
was the best way of establishing pasture under tle conditions prevailing
in that district.
Professor H. E. Anusrnoxc emphasized the need of a careful
study of the feeding value of grass, as well as the rnilk and other
products derived from grass.
Sir Denu Herr, in closing the dirussion, said that some lof the
divergencies noted in the course of the Conference arose out of soil
and climatic diferences, but there was also the possibility that difterent
means would lead to the same end. He advocated the substitution of
the idea of serni-permanent grass in place of permanent pasture, for tie
occasional use of the plough was very benefcial. The simplification
ofseed mixtures was a development which was steadily gaining ground.
The use of nitrogenous manures at critical periods was a further
valuable development. When nitrogen was applied in spring, grasses
and clovers benefited alike. The mowing of pastures to remove grass
which had grown past the stock was a sound and valuable practice.
Finallv, more important even than seeding and manurirrg was after-
managemctrt, which was responsible for the 6nal rc:ult.
Commanicated b1 lonx B- Banr, Carnhill-on-Tueed
The longer the land is under tillage before the grass seeds arc sown
the betteri say for a period ofsix years or more. Roll before sowing
and use fairly heavy seed-harrows to ensure that thc larger seeds are
properly buried, although by doing so some of the smaller seeds may be
buried too deeply. Roll well to finish offwith.
After the corn crop has been removed give a dressing of a suitable
manure. In this district 6 cwt. of a mixrure made up of 4 parts of
North African phosphate to r part of potash salts gives good results,
followed up with further dressings every three years or so.
The first year I prefer to graze lighdy with ewes and lambs till
about Ist May, then take a light crop of hay, taking care to mow early.
The second year and afierwards I prefer to stock with two-thirds
catde and one-third sheep.
The best pastures about here carry, say, on a thirty-acre 6eld zo to
24 cattle and 30 ewes and twin lambs. After shearing time just one
lamb to the acre, but the same number of cattle is usually carried to
the end of the season. The mower may be used occasionilly in parts
of the 6eld not so well grazed as it should be.
It seems a great mistake to overgrazc co.-ksfoot the frrst ycar. A
few years ago we had a backward spring, with keep very scarce. f
overgrazed a field with sheep and the cocksfoot disappeared entirely,
Our pasturelands, when suitably manured and attended to, seem
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to offer scope for a profitable increased production more than any
other line in farming at the present time-
Commarieated b1 Mr J - Etwotrux, Heme I Hempstead
It is said that cutting a pasture in the early stages tends to spoil the
wild white clover. One of my new grass lields I have cut in the
early years, anotier I have grazed; from each I have harvested r Iz lb.
of rl'viid *hite clover seed-per acre within three years of the grass
being laid down- The mown pasture had been cut every year berween
origiinl seeding and being cuifor clovet seed. This suggests that in
my heavy land clover will not be suppressed.
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IMPORTANT BOOKS Ior the FARMER
ACTUAL FARMING
ITS PROCESSES AND PRACTICE
By W. J. MALDBN
Vou r. THE FARM: Irs Nerur.r (f Tn eerr*lrNr l/ff
Vor.. z. CROPPINGS, PASTURES €t WEEDS 2ll- n
Vor-. j. LIVESTOCK, LABOUR €, MARKETING 1716 !
The set of three volumes S2, l0s. net
This is the most directly practical book on farmiog ever written.
It is the ooly book ever written on the complete routine of farming,
and every farmer must have it.
"Whatever be the direction of activit] in which rhe reader may desire to s€ck
informatron he should 6nd something of interest. -Fdrnt.r d'td Stottbr..d.r.
"Exactly describes the actual prcresses and practice of taking a farln undcr
modem conditions . . . the firsl worl ro deal with the actual rout ine of farming. "-
LhE Sto<t Jovnal
" Mr Mald.n hls done much service to agriculture, Itut we doubt if eoy has bccugre.t.r than thc preparation of this monurncntal ],atk."-En .t Ga..lk.
THE PRACTICAL FARMING S'RIES
Uodor the Gcocttl Editorchip of
Stn JOHN RUSSELL, D.Sc., F.R.S.
FARM SOIL U ITS IMPROVEMENT .
By Sir Joun RusstLL, D.Sc', F.R.S. Demy 8vo. With
36 Plates and mauy Tables. Price 7 f6 rct
OATS: Tnsrn Ves.terrrs €C Cnanec'rrr.tsrlcs
By Hrx.rrr.r Hurur, M'Sc., of the Plaot Breeding Institute,
Cambridge. Demy 8vo. Illustrated.p.i." , i"-ii.rr,,-b/6 oet; Boards, 6/- net I
BUTTER €' CHEESE MAKING
By Lroxero J. Lor.o' Deoy 8vo. Illustrated.
Price: in Cloth, 10/6 aet; Boards, 7/6 net
ERNEST BENN LTD., BOUVERIE HOUSE,8.C.1
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